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Introduction ,

Any attempt to,identify,the important current issues in the field of
serials librarianship is a Herculean task. Dozens of potential issues
and ideas were considered. How do you limit the field of .serials
do you include secondary and tertiary serials, or limit the topic to
the primary literature? How about binding problems, storage
costs, new forms of serials, such as publiatibris available only in
microfirm? What about the copyright controversy? The options ,

were either a nets serial on current issues in serials or some strict '

guidelines to focus the issue.

The title of this issue indicates the emphasis on current issues in
serials libtariaostup. We have found that it is often:clifficUlt.for
Working serials librarians to identify current sourcesoj information
directly rele-red to,their work, Topics which are both,timelY and
which affect the working serials librarian were selected. We'chose
not to include historical survey articles, but rather to ask selected
individuals/ to write on the most recent developments in areas of
vital ihtere t to the serials library ,community Wherever it:was,
appropna e, we asked ourtontrilputors to emphasize the manner

---i in which enalsAranans can have an impact upon 'the issues
under dis ussion, , ) , ,

I. .

The man acronyms'and strings of letteis appear)ng in the
literatur CONSER, OCLC, NSDP, ISBD(S), ISSNi,CODENare
difficult nough to identify Keeping up withitie projects and
'activitie !seven harder In this ISSUE', w have attem d to identify
ttthe state-of-the-art in serials librarians ip. We have oveclooked
the corit oversial issue of copyright, butwe,felt it was i appropriate
to inclu e an article on this topiO pencfinga..deimitiv Supreme ..
Court d cision or Congressional action. R

.5

Bibliographic controliis- one major area of concern. Joeph H.
. . ,,

.

Howard and C umner Spalding have kindly allowed us t4, reprint
their articles w ich appeared in the LC Information WI in for
November 22, 974. Mr. Spalding's article was originally p pared
for Internatio al Cataloguing. These two articles represe con-
flicting opini

i
ns on the choice of entry for Serif. ....

5
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Introduction

Joseph W. Price's artic e discbsses the important international
implications of the choir of entry issue and expands the discus-
sio,n to the bkader area of international cooperation in serials.

There are three major national tivities in the field of serials. The
editors had hoped to include an rticle on MARC/Serials by I i4

)
Woods. Unfortunately, due to illpess,,qiis article was not avai Ie.
NSDRand CONSER are descpibed in a series of three articles.

Ns,issue on serials librarianship would be complete withoutla
discussion of costs. We decided to ask a representative from a
jobber to, provide a view from the private sector. F. F. Clasqlon's
article 'focuses on costs of serials for use in budget projections

It is appropriate that this issue of the Drexel Library Quarter)1;
begins with an article focusing on the serials !librarian as activist
and ends with one recommending ways to improve the education
and training of.senals librarians. We are interested in providipila,
collection pf information to encourage well-informed infowkidri,
specialists to take a more active-role in exercising true bliMPA ;
graphic control over serials. N

Toni Carbo,Bearman
Benita M. Weber

4
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The Serials Librarian as Activist

payid C. Taylor

o

3

1

The title of his article is intended to haA mild shock value. One.
does not ex ct serials librarians (or any'other librarians, for that
matter) to b actkvIsts:Librarians are the mild, earnest ty0s.Me
protest the s reotypes, yet we tend to hold them ourszelves: It is '

more than m rely a matter of librarians' personalit

In the delivery f information from author tO co umer, the e are
relatively active and passive roles. By active an passiye Am not
referring to the egree of difficulty or expehi e or pr ige iden-
tified with the roes, but the debree of initiat used and control
overthe informs ion network exercised. 0 all tpe roles, the li-
brartans.and the indexer's are least qttiva. Authors and editors
and publishers ce ate. shape and produce ideas in informatioq
packages. Libra!' s and indexers describe, classify, locate and
give access to the nformation. The reader, ;he consumer of ithe

cinformation, is mo aggressive The reader comes looking for
the information.

Indexers, particularl in'the sciences, have developed a form of.-
index which has ma Oprofound changes in the packaging of
information The Key- ord-In-Context index first requked auth rs
to write their titles in s ch a way that they would be self-tndexin
using the key terms n dessary as descriptors

Can 'or should librarian change their rote ta have a similar effe
on the form of pubircati n? Mosdecidedly, yes. We have already
accomplished much wit CIP, ISBN's, and ISSN's. But much re-
mains tobeflone, partrc larly with serials. Pirtitatio-ns-must be
designed and produced w th bibliographic requirertents in mind. It\
is not sufficient to note, fter mUeftiresearch, that there are two .
New Left Notes, both pub ished by ADS,: one tri 'Boston and the
other in Chicago. We nee to do all that is possible to avoid the
appearance of such biblio raphrc headaches in the first place.
Rather than describe their uirks, we need to make sure they are
.norquirky. On behalf of bbbli graphic control, a value important tb

, authors, publishers, and rea ers (even if they have never heard of
it), librariant have the duty t be activists.

.. .
4



Th"e Serials Libi:ariari as Activit

Traditfonally and realisttally, librarians have reacted to biblio-
gilapbic control problems by improving their policies and proce-
dbres. The constituents we hope to serve would be amazed at the

. metaphysical argurrients librarians have over sublehea of the
cataloging rules on their behalf' It scarcely occurs to us to seek to
§olve bibliographic problems by attacking their space in the pro-
duction of library materials.

_ Has ii-everoccurre to anyone that, if the cataloging rules are to
work, the publisher must know them almost as Well as libranans?
How many publish rs know that the official title, according to
library cataloging rules;is not the eover title, but the title page,title
or maAthead, Co+on. sense, Not necessanly to a publisher
trying to sell his poduct with a classy cover. How many.publishers
realize that, by the ;Anglo-Arnencan Cataloging Rules, a title _

° change ceases an old publication and begins a new one, even if the
volume numbering continues, That news would surprise mariy df
our publishing friends

Publishers do care about the records we create. They do know that
the library network crtates the permanent, worldwide historical
record which makes possible scholarly acceptance and guaran-
tees bibliographic access. But we have not been aggressive
enoygh in telling them of the importance- oNtandardization. We
need to educate them to and demand of them publishing stan-
dards Despite the stereotypes, recent library history demonstrates
that librarians are full of sass and vinegar Can librarians forget the
upheavals in ALA only two or three years ago 4he fine publications
Sipapu, Synergy, BookleggerRevolting Librarians, The Emer-
gency Librarian, SRRT Newsletter:Libra nans for Social Change, or
CALLCurrent Awareness, Library Literature, experiments such
as High John, the growth of library un ions, the growing women's
consciousness - ,raising, that incredibly energetic whirlwind, ru-
mored to be onliffrpne Man, named Sanford Berman, or the
courageous stands made daily by librarians for intellectual free-
dom, We can be activists.

Nonstandard Serials Are Too Expensive

!lily librarians, Ithough I cannot believe serials librarians are
among them, may not be aware they have anything to be activist ,

about. They may be so immersed in their proced4res that they are
not aware of the enormous difficulty and expense nonstandard
serials publication practices cause libraries and library users.

8
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The Serials Librarian as Activist

' Lengthy, interesting theoretical debates can be held whether latest
,

entry or successiveentry cataloging is best for serials that change
titles Most librarians would probably agree that the user is better
served by successive entry,. while most a(so regret the loss 'of
tidiness of the historical record IA one place. But theory is probably
not the reason that the Library of Congress and many-other li-
braries have adopted successive entry. It was adopted because it
was a le.t time-consuming way to catalog and the flood 01 bile,
changes could not be handled the old way

How many serial title changes are there? No one even knows how
manysenals are being published.* Of course, one of the reasons it
is so difficult to determine such a figiire is the fact that serials are
always changing titles.

My experience at Michigan State Unlyersity indicates tbat a
minimum of 2 percent of an active list of serials will change their
titles each year (Card ulati ng it another way, as many as 5 percent a
yearchanige titles_ If you Idok at any list of serials which are 10 years
old or oldef, half wilt have changed their titles sometime in the past
ten years This could indicate that serials which change their titles
have a lower mortality rate than serials which do not.)

At Mic higan State University, it cost us an estimated $14 to identify`
catalog, and change the receiving records, public catalog, serials
hblding list and branch library records for each title change. About
one title in ten changes without our recognizing it. This causes us
to place duplicate orders, claim unnecessarily, discerd'wanted
material, and of course keeps serials which we are purchasing for
the use of students and faculty off the shelf.

Even after we have finished the expensive job of-Changing a title,
there is ape rm-anent interruption in the bibliographic continuity of
the publication. Any large union list of serials is full of confusing
cross references or "continued by and "superseded by" refer-
ences The expense of providing bibliographic cbhtrol at the na-
tional and international level is uncounted, but the cost of keeping
up with serial title changes is very high. The expense to scholars is
also very great and also incalculable.

'Iestirhate 200,000 serials are being.published annuallytn the U S. alone, of
which only 100,000 are cataloged in libraries Guesswork, yes, but based on
the number, of entries irrNew Serial Titles, and on the certain knowledge
that every company personnel officelu neon, church, and loCal organization
in_ the_counfry.publishes a newsletter and perhaps an annual director),

4
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The Serials Librarian as ActiVist
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I

Nurnbenngiprobimi_do not usually cause is4nuch confusion
because library staff at least can identify the publication. But need-
less trouble deid correspondence is caused individuallescribets,
library binding departments, claimers, missing issue replacers and'
users when publishers arbitrarily skip numbers or forgetfully re-
peat them.

.
. 4

Many of the "nonstandardproblems'with serials are associated
with lack of expertise.* A'

. signer plays with the initials of a
periodical and places an a ful monogram on the title pagenot
knowing that, by library cataloging rules, she or he is changing the
title. Apnnter, copying the fortnat of the previous issue, mistakenly
fOrgets to change the date or numbering.

I
. ')

U like books, which require a large capital investment, most se-
ll Is are published by amateurs with more knowledge of the con-
tentmatter than of the art of Oblishing. Even small presses make
their mistakes ih publishing books one at a time. But small pub-
lishers of serials haye to correct themselves as they learn.

4,
Many of the hundreds of thousands of serial publishers have to
"reinvenrthe-wheel" as they encounter problems. Their ingenious
solutions to bibliographic problems leave librarians breathless
The publishers,br Hawaii. University. Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice. Miscellaneous Publication. and Hawaii. Agricultural Experi-
ment'Station. Miscellantous Publication. are one and the same. It
makes good sense to this publisher tq number these bulletins
consecutively as one series, not two. Thus the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service has numbers 91-95 and 97 but number 96 is the
Agricultural Experiment Station. There is no way the cataloging
rules of any library can anticipate and alloW for this simple solution
to a bibliograptucprqblem. Nor is there any why, short of constant
correspondence, that an ac-q-Uisitions_h_brarian can feel confident
in his, library's record of holdings.

'Many will resent ordinary serial it changes with other bad
exampleS as "nonit Bard. There are many "good" reasons fotserial title
changes to avoiding confusion of one publication With another with the
identical or a similar title, the changing terminology of a discipline,
changed scope, or even the Struggle for survival. As,a serials librarian, I
tend to be hardhearted. The first problem should have been avoided from
the start, the second and third are based on the fallacy that the title,of
serial must exactly describe all its contents, and as for the last,-1 can only
quote Scrooge. If only a title change can save them fro,m dying, then "they
had better the and decrease the surplus population."'

10
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The Serials Librarian as Activist

One series published at the Michigan State University international
Studies Center turned out to be the invention of the departmental
secretary in charge of inventory control The 'series" turned out to
be volume 1 only of four different series and volumes 1 and 2 Of a
fifth There is no doubt in my mind that the secretary's numbering.
was mucti'mOre efficient than the learned doctors' who created a
new series title for nearly every new'publication There is also no

estion that her series title and numbering did not appear on the
publications and therefore did not officially exist.

Another ingenious solution is the "interim" title to ease the reader
ge.W.1ekechaagr--What does a publisher know about
libraving to make two title c hanges in"their records? What
can we do witftthe publisher who is searching desperately for the
formula for success and tries five different titles in three years? He
welcomes subscriptions, but he really thinks of each issue as a
book to be sold on-its own ability to grab buyers and advertisers.

(Buckinghamshire and Berkshire Countryside.)

One scientific publisher changes his title apparently to be certain
that it reflects all past title elements and 411 current professional
interests of his readers (Corrective and Social Psychiatry and
dournal '40 f Behavior Technology, Method, and Therapy.) Another
uses artistic magic to slide his publication grad,uallyfrom one title
to another. When did the old title leave off and the new title begin?
Nursing Care ) Other publishers Create a joint issue of two differ-

ent publications, with dual issue numbering and paging. (The
Ecologist, v 4 no 9, November 1974, and ResurgenCe, v. 5, no. 5,
NovembevDecember 1974)

Hundreds of examples could be given butthese will suffice. Non-
standard serial Oublishirig practices are bibliographically confus-
ing and expensive td librarians and readers Our efforts to make
clear, understandable, trustworthy bibliographic records for these
pAlicatio'ns are frustrated by the fact that the publiCations are
bibliographically reeling from one publishing decision to the next,

lidw Do 'Librarians Tell Them? ./1
If it IS impossible, and it's, to make sound cataloging decisions
about publicetions (information packages) because of the contrar-
iness of the paCkkges de variations in thpir design, how will the
producers of the PNckages know that unless libranins tell them?
But how do we tell them? Why would publishers be ready to listen
to us on the subject of publishing?



Serials Librarian as Activist
.10

The simplest of all methods of affecting publication is to write a"
letter to the editor or publiSher Disarmingly simple, it is neverthe%

tessei, rprisingly effective for two reasons Serial publishers do not
often get letters from knowledgeable people about their pRblica-
bons, except for responses to articles The letter isl'herefore unex-
pected and often read with an open Mind, Several letters from 7./
different persons begin to have a great impact The itgoblem'is that
most publishers do not know of the existence of bibliographi
standards and the havoc wrought without their guidance, a
therefore, the information the letter writer can give is usefu kits
reader and can le,ad to the intended change.

Thoughtful letters which do not deseend to namelcalling accom-
plish more than one might expect, but not enough We aU need,to,
devise strategies for reaching the aetision-makers before the de-'

cisions are mad,e To do this,we will have to wotk together

Publishers use consultants (See the listing in Literary Market
Place) Why don t we create a Ward of libranarrswho haie unques-
tionable knowledge about the problem of bibliographic control
for serial publications and Who will igke, to consult with pub-
lishers for reasonable fees" Perharn a grant could start the Pro-

gram and provide publicity Thereafter a ipercent of consultations
fees could be used for advertising

Publishers have as many meetings as libilnans. Could we not

suggest to various publishing associations that a session on the
requirements @1 bibliographic control should be a part of their next
conference, and that the people to lead such a session are
available'?

.

Cou4O we not prOmote publid relations between librarians and

publishers concerning the need for bibliographic standards, Li -'
branes are buyers They can and should inform their suppliers of
their needs We make specifiCations for all equipment purchases
Why not specify bibliographic standards when we order and when

we write about orders for library materials?

We could create a manual for serial publishers, complete with hints

on financing, promoting, writing, editing, layout, art work, mailing,
keeping records, accounting and bibliographic requirements
-Many publishers and editors tind themselves responsible for a
publication without much knowledge of these things (In Mb last

five years I have been asked for advice from ten different peoplvall

z faculty members, who t;iy virtue of an office in an association

V
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The Serials Librarian as Activist

unexpectedly became in charge of a serial.) Too often the people
who give them, advice are not knowledgeable about the matters
that concern us. They Wilfnot pay for consultants, but they would
pay for a good serial publisher's manual. .

Who is the we in these parffraphs? It could be any-existing
association of librarians, AtA A, CLA, ASIS, or' whoever; Or it
could be an association of !bre ans who come together for this
purpose, It would IN better to work with existing library groups, but
if that is not PossibI4, the "we" could be tpe group that forms to
accomplish the goal *

'0
We can also supp.Ort, encourage and participate in standards ad-

.;"
tivities The American Library Association's Bookdealer- Library
Relations Committee (in the Acquisitions Section of the Resources
and Technical Service's Division) has written two standards which
are published and available from the American Library Associa-
tion Guidelines for Publishers, Agents, and Librarians in Handling
Orders for In-print Monographic Publications. These excellent
standards deserve wide dissenctation They require hig stan-
dards of librarians as well as publishers and agents, an A fol-
lowed, would avoid many of the business ^problems ikhirk often
sour our relatidithips

i I.'
-

The American National Standprds Institute is the best hope for
creating strong, widely recognized standards. Its Z39 cOmmittee
on Library Work, Documentation, and Related Publishing Prac-
tices, chaired byJerrold Orne of thelJniversity of North Carolina, is

. . composed of representatwes otqassociations of publishers, li-
brarians and learned slei4fies, and has produced about twenty
standards The most pertinent one for serial publishing is 239.1-
1967. Penaclicals Format and Arrangement, which is now being
revised by a subcommittee chaired by atward J. Huth of the Ameri-
can College of Physicians in PhiladelRhia Now, while the writing is
in process, Is the time for serials active is to make our concerns felt
We should be acquainted with existing standards andsmake
suggestions for their improvement.

If standards are good, we should make sure our libraries adopt
them and follow them and insist that'our suppliers follow them.

-`On Lich -group whic.h has formed L know about because Lam ire it

Librarians United to Fight Costly, Silly, Unnecessary Serval Title Changes
The serial publication associated with it is Title Varies, which exists to
discuss serial problems and the kinds of solutions mentioned in this article

1 3-
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The Serials Librarian as Activist
I

Working through standards will be, in the long run, our, most
effective way of producing serial publications capable of being
bibliographically controlled

Every new and original idea about serials work that has excited me
in the past five years has turned out, upon study, to be only a
rediscovered or repeated idea .Every complaint, every peoposal,
every angry author was anticipated in the literature by an earlier
one Likewise. I am sure nothing original will be found in this
article Yet, one key idea, if not new, has not been said enough
Librarians can, and indeed must, influence the form of publication
of library materials It rs too late to be concerned. about biblio-
graphic control after publication If it is unrealistic for us to believe
we can standar,dize all publishing, it is unresponsible of us and
unprofessional for us not to try

Note, xt

, - . r;. ,
1 Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol" in Five Christmas Nove s (New
York Heritage Press, 1939), p 22 t 7---

-14
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MainMain Entry for Serials*

.f

11
seph H. Hcotyard

4

nature of Serials isosuch that, in both theALA Cataloging Rules
Author and Titles Entries and the Anglo - American Cataloging

Ru s (,AACR), thereare Special, rules for choice-of entry for serials
that ffer from the rules fdr monograph's W Ile the Statement of

-Prinei es Adopted at the International Confer ce on Cataloging
Princq3I
and contr
for choice
ment says th
those 'sena s
Transactions. et
rate body, and kh
body. ' The laecon
entry under title for t
cals) known primarily
name of. the author."2 T

main entry. but not addres
says, When a serial publics,
different titles, a main entry sho
series of issues bearing that title,
immediatoly preceding and succee

(Pans Principles) leaves much room, r interpretation,
versy r arding serials, it also provides for spetial rules

entry It ntions serials three' times. The first state-
main entry hould be undei corporate body for
hose titles consist` of a generic term (Bulletin,

) preceded4ix followed by the nape of a corpo-
h include some account Of the activiteS of the

statement concerning serials: requires, main
se "works (including serials and periddi-
conventionally by ti0e,,cathex,than by the

third statement, olso erring title
g itself specificilly to chi °rent ry
ons is issued successively er

d be madevrider each trikfor e

th indication of at least the
titles, For each sU h series

of issues, an added entry may ben under one selected title. lf,
however, the vari§tio-ns in title are only slight, the most fr,quantly
used form may be adopted as a uniform hedding for a issUes."3
Various cataloging codes from around the world ha in te rrtro tad: \'
this minimal guidance in different ways and som ave Chosen to
ignore it, either totally or in part The North A n an text of AACR
departed from the principles because the mrrfi tee held that the
inclusion in the title of a serial of the na or part of the name of the
issuing corporate body is too pow- ul a criterion to be nullified
when, in unusual cases, no acct..) t of the activitie§ of the body is
included in the publication. also held that 'known primarily or
conventionally by is o vague a critenott."4

Reprihted fro, LC Information Bulletin 33 (ho 47, November 22, 1974),
Appindix I A232-236.

15
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Cooperation and standardization on both national and interna-
tional scale are becoming increasingly ore imperative in the
world of rising costs and with the continued expansion of the body
of knowledge, thereby making bibliographic control more expen-
sive, difficult, anti complicated' Serials are no exception.

Repent activity in the philosophical and procedural approaches to
serials cataloging and processing is evident in theappearance of
.n Ow acroivms and_abbreviations such as ISSN (Internati nal
-Standard Serial Number), ISDS (International Serials p Sys-
tem), and ISBD(S) (International Standard Bibliograptti Descrip-
tion for Serials).

'
All are directly or indirectly concerned with cataloging and, to a
varying extent, all differ from our national standards and practices,
and sometimes they differ with each other. In arraittemptto coop-
erate, simplify, and standardize on an internatiohal level, many
people have been involved in efforts to resolve these differences.
Some of these efforts have been successful but many are still
pending. The question of "entry" for serials reriairis a major
problem.

I

Recording of the Title 4

Only the ISBD(S) and the Guidelines for ISDS are directly con-
cerned with rules for cataloging. Since the ISBD(S) concern is
solely with the rules for "desCription," it is discussed here only as it
defines what is meantty "title It is important to clarify the mean-
ing of title because the recording of the title relates directly to the
choice of entry 5

41"

-The IpD(S) requires a 'distinctive title" but doles neftief4ne dis-
tinctive title as American librarians have defined it in the past. The
4SBD(S) distinctive title is the title as it appears on the piece and, in
the case of a generic term, the term plus the name of the issuing
body (also as it appears on the piece) preceded by a space-
hyphen-space. Another way of looking at d is that there will no
longer be generic titles, rather there wiH be only generic terms
followed by an issuing body .thereby making thq title distinctive.
for example, ''Journal - American Medical Association."

, The 'IFLA Working Grbup that developed the ISBD(S) sought to
'achieve conifietibility with the Guidelines for ISDS. Thus, irr most
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cases, the distinctive title of ISBD(S) is the same as the key title of
ISDS. For thosenserials which have identical or Common titles,
however, ISDS.ardds-qualifying elements to the key title whereas
ISBD(S) generally includes the qualifying elements in thb imprint
area. While there are other conflicts between Guidelines for ISDS
and ISBD(S), the appropriate committees are committed to their

. resolution

Changes have been made in.AACR to make the rules compatible
with the ISBD(S) With the dropping of rule 162B (as announced in
Cataloging Service. Bulletin 108, April 1974), the title is no longer
truncated as it was in the past For example, AACR 162B 'allowed
the catalogerto tru ncateJournal of the American Medical Associa-
tion td Journal because the entry was the American Medical As-
sociation With the disappearance at 1628, the title is recorded
full whrle the entry, remains the same. Another major hurdle s
been resolved between ISBD(S) and AACR (announced in Cat °g-
ing $ervice, Bulletin 109, May 1974) since AACR now requires that
the author statement be added to titles which consist solely of
genenc terms. The two elements are separated by a space-
hyphen-space.

With these two changes, the ISBD(S) and AACR are rfi basic
agreement on how to record the title. the ISBDIS) has nothing to
do with ruliNfor choice of entry, however, the Guidelines fir ISDS
are concerned with entry and require me key title approacn as me
main entry for serial publicatIons, thereby coming immediately Into
conflict with the U.S standard, AACR.

Choice of Entry

The differen.de in entry between AACR and the GuidelinesjoriSDS
is a major problem when it becomes involved with chinges in
serials because ISSN's are assigned on the basis Of. title (rather
than bibliographic entry) and anew ISSN is assigned only to a new
title, not to a new entry whichuhderAACR, may be made for either
change in issuing body and/or title

aFor example, a real entitled Estimates of Employees by Province-
and- Industry as entered,' foilowing AACR, 'under "Canada..
,Bureau of Statistics." The Guidelines for ISDS require that the
entry be under the titles and that the ISSN be assigned to the title.
When the corporate body changed its name, a new AACR entry was
required under "Canacta. Statistics Canada. Monthly Employment,

147
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Payrolls, and Labour Income Section,' Since the title did not
change, there would be no new entry nor ISSN under! the
Guideline for ISDSonly an addition tohe existing record to
reflictthe changed name of the corporate bbdy.

There are at least two alternatives that would solve this problejn
One would be to make the ISBD(S) distinctive title the entry ele-
ment for all serials and make added entries for any necessary
issuing bodies. The other alternative would be to enter serials that
consist of generic terms plus the issuing body under corporate -
body and enter all other serials under title with an added entry for
any necessary issuing body. Drafts of a revision of AACR rule 6'
reflecting these alternatives follow.

Alternative 1
(6) Serials

Preliminary note This role for serials (including numbered mono-
graphic series) applies also to entries for unnumbered monographic
series and to series added entries (cf 33N) made for monographs in a
series (whether numbered or not)
(A) Enter a serial under its title.

If an added entry is required fora serial, and if the title of the serial
is identical with that of another serial, add in parentheses the city
of publication. If this addition is insafficient, add also the years of
publication - >

For serials issued by'or under the authority of a corporate body,
make an added entry for the corporate body.
For serials by a personal'author, make an added entry for the
personal author

(B) Ityhe title of a serial changes, make aseparate entry for the issues
appearing after the change. If, however, thi,criange ieof a very
minorcharacter, it ilsimply,noted on the existing entry (see 167K)
If the corporate body accorded an added entry fora serial changes
or undergoes a change of name, make an added entry als7ronder
the new body or the new name of the body.
If the personal author accorded in added entry for serial changes
make an added entry also under the new personal author.

Alternative 2
- (6) Serials

Preliminary note. This rule for serials (including numbered mono-
graphic series1 applies also to entries for unnumbered monographic
series and to series added entries (cf. 33N) made for monotraphs in a`

- 4 -series (whether numbered or not).
(A) Enter a serial under its title.

If an added entry is required fora serial, and if the title of the serial
is identical with that of another sentil, add in parentheses the cjty
of publication. If this addition is insufficient, add also the years of 4

publication.
For serials issued by or under the authority of a corporate body,
makian added entry for the corporate body. For serials by a

18
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personal author, make an added entry for the personal author
Exception:. r

(1) If the title of a sera / as it appears on the piece consists solelmt
a generic term, enter unclerissuing body if there js one

(2) If the title of a serial as it appears on tIr piece begins with a
generic term followed only by the namkof the issuing body'
(initialisms and'acronyms are not to be considered names of
bodies), enter under issuing-body named in the title.

(8) If the titleof a serial changes. make a'separate entry for the issues
appearing afterthe change following tfie..specifications for entry
as given-in 6A. If, however, the change is of every minor character,
it is sirntfly noted on the existing entry (see 167K).
If the corporate tiody accorded an added entry for a serial chgnges
or undergoes a change of name, make an added entry also under
the new body or the new name of the body
If the personal author accorded an _added entry for a serial
changes, make an added entry also under the new personal au-
thor

Under both alternatives, as well as the existing rule, a solid defini
Lion of "generic term" is needed so that catalogers can come
closer to agreement ofboth choice of ehtry and in recording of the
title. Generic term is not defined either in AACR'or the ALA Glod-
sary of Library Terms, and catalogers have many problems. Are
gm& subject word titles such as "History," "Science," "Ecoi
nomics" generic? Are "Science Newsletter," "Research and, De-
velopment Report:" or "Bibliographical Series" generic? Are they
perhaps common titles instead? Opinions differ widely,

For the purpose of discussion, the following guidelines, based on
unpublished ISDS guidelines Which have been adopted by all ISDS
centers, are given:

1 !SOS definition of generic term. one which indicates the kind
and/or periodicity of a publication " t,

Examples Annual conference proceedings, Annual report, Annuat
reptillgot in brief, Bulletin. Circular, Journal, Member'shiR
directory, Occasional newsletter, Official report, Pamphlet; Pre-
liminary report, Proceedings of the conterence, Program, Record,
Research paper, Review, Special report, Transactions

2 Titles which contain for consist of) tertnsindicating subject con-
tent or coverage are not to be considered, generic.

Examples: Anthropological reports, Seismological bulletin, As-
tronomy, Behavioral science series, Chemical bulletin, Clinical
science, Science bulletin, Medical series bulletin

19
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Titles which include words other than those indicating periodicity
or kind of publication are generally not to be considered generic.

Examples. Ave rage monthly weather outlook, External trade statis-
tics, Emploympt statistics, Nationalities papers, Staff papers
series, Services and organization guide, Summary of general legis-
IVion, Technical services program, Training and n?ethods series,
Tutorial lecture series, State salary survey

4 Titles which contain (or consist of) acronyms or initialisms are nob
to be considered generic.

\ _

EZamples B E.A staff paper, B 1 report, 'Research report QDM,
Bulletin GT

5 In general, titles consisting of more than five words (exclu.sive of
"empty words ') are not to be considered generic:

Examples Directory Of faculty, profetsion'al anciadministrative
staff, and students ._Approprration statements by departments and
agencies All funds, Annual descnptive report of program activities
for vocational education, Annual report National resources and
recreation agencies

'§ When there is doubt that a term generic, it will be considered that
it is.

Solving the problem of entry is, however, not only a problem on the
international scale. but alsb a major problem on the national ani
local levels

In any cooperative effort, whether it be international, such as ISDS
and CONSER (CONversion of SERials), or national, or local, it
seems to me to be imperative that the rules for choice of entry-be

, such that they can be interpreted in the same way by everyone
Time co uld be better spent in nein/ cataloging ratherthan in the now
prevalent necessity of recataloging to resolve differences of opin-
ion concerning choice of entry This is necessary because the
existing rules are such that, In siiable number of cases, differing
choices for entry can be made by different catalogers for the same
title depending on differences in interpretation, a misunderstand:.
'rig of the rules, or what issues-are in hand at the time of cataloging
Let me Illustrate
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ti

If a cataloger is. working on External Traci of Liberia: Exports,
issutd by the Department of Planning an Econom c Affairs of.
Liberia, he has several decisions to maw. If le does n t know the
frequency of the publication hp may decid that it ca not be a
yearbook a'nd does not seemto fit the defin non of periodical as
given in the glossary of AAC.R. He makes hi entry underIsabing
body! A second cataloger could decide tha the publication ix
rndeed, a periodical, so his entry is under tit A third cata get-
working perhaps from different or additions issues of the s me
publication, finds information that the freq ncy is-annual.
decides that.he has a yearbook in the terms 6 the definition in the
ALA Glossary of Library Terms and his entry, too, Js under are. A
fourth cataloger,,knoWing the publication isa nual, may feel that
he cannot consider the publication a yearbo k because as foot-
note 8 to AACR 6 says t hal "the term 'yearbook' is to be understood
to exclude a work the content of which IS nec ssarily the expres-
sion of the corporate thought or activity of tb body," and so he
uses the issuing body as his main entry. \

None of these catalogers is clearly wrong, but hey wind up with
two different dboices of entries and four ratiorializations for the
choices It seems obvious that choice of entry should not depend

hand such as frequency, norshould choice ofen ry depend on the
on data elements which ,may not be apparent f orn the piece in

cataloger s being able to identify a serial as a meMber of daises of
publications whi5h are impossible to define precisely, such as
periodical qr yea ook i

fke., /
1- Another exarrepte ncerns catalog versus bibliography, It had

4: -A:
never occured to

- nals catalogers at the Libraryk/'Congress
that a distinction ritecited tb be made between th two until it was
brought to their attention that thp ALA Glossa f Library Terms
[hits the use of bibliography to ','a list of , main, etc:7differ-
ing from a catalog in not bet 0,g necessarily a listof materials in a
collection, a library, or a group of librarieS." Undethis definition
New Serial Titles and the National -Own Catalog should be en-
tered under author as required under AACR 6B2 as any other
serial Is this distinctiOn necessary HowHow many libraries Have
made the same mistake as the Library of Congress?

. fa
...1. 4'

.. 3

Legal se els, conferences publications cataloged as serials, and
other special types of serial publications, present another problem
in compatibility betweeLlibraries Nogirhere in AAatis it stated
that any rule for entry other than AACR 6 is to be used for serials

.........3 -
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,,,

Therefore, libraries following
+VAACR 6 may be at _variance with the

Library 9f Congress practice of using AACR 20-26 for many legal
serials, or other rulestfor other special types of serials

It may be argued that a corporate body main entry for some serials
is necessary so that serial entries will "conform",jo entries for
monographs AACR 6. however, does not allow serials to be en-
tered in a way that will match the entes for monographs as de-
tailed in the other rules. For example. bibliographies and in-
dexes which are monographs ale usually entered under the conl-
pier, as serials, they are usually entered under title We have beeh
able to live with this inconsistency and other similar ones, and
therefore it shouldwnot be any harder to abandon the principle of
entry under authorship for serials entirelrand enter all of them
under title than to live with the inconsistencies perpetuated by the
p resent rules. '7
A thorough discussion of the title Mao entry concept can be found:
in M, Nab!' Hamdy s The Concept of Main Entry asRepresented in
the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules; A Critical Appraisal with

'Ili Some Suggestions Author Main Entry vs.1Title Main Entry

The foregoing examples illustrate only some of the situations in
whicn it is in possible to achieve compatibility in choice of entry
froM cataloger to eataloger They alto serve to show that the
existing rules are impracticable and impossible to apply uniformly,
thereby requiring expensive editorial work by a single authority in
any cooperative effort in order to reconcile the differences
between varying choices of entry

?
Why should catalogers be required td split hairs in regard to (n-'
terpretations ofrules and definitions? How can an accessroner
who is Wojking with a check-in file based on AACR be expected to
deal with theseillear.iingless variations in either recording an issue
of a serial o*setling up a preliminary check-in entry which will in
many cases ixe overturned by the cataloger who is also using
AACR? Do patron .understand the rules? Do reference librariant9
Do all catalogers even understand? I submit that they do not. It is
my personal opinion that the rules, which are intended to recog-
mize the importance of authorship by affor;ding it the main entry,

e in practice and in a sflable number Ofinstances, not achieving
thisend Whatiswrong withrecognizing the importance of author:-
ship by rewarding it witIrt an adpeF1 eniry9 The patron is served.
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1 Statement of Principles Adopted at the International Conferenee on . ,
Cataloguing Principles, Paris, October 1961, Ann4tated ed (London, IFLA
Co in on Cataloging, 1971), p 41

1

.s

'bid . p 101

3 Ibid . pp 115-116

4 AACR p 3 '
,

5 The ISBD(S) will be used as the basis fpf the reyiiion oPChapter 7 of the
o-kmerican Cataloging Rules .

6 Excluv.ve of words indicating grammatical linkagefor example, "of
the. de la, and 'des / ,

L
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C. Sumner Spalding

The_ Inte4mational Mitting of Cataloguing Experts, convened in
Copenhagen in 1969.under the auspices of the [FLA Committee on
Uniform Cataliguing Rules (later Committee on Cataloguing), set
in motion theftirst major development in continuation of the suc-
cess achieved by the Paris International Conference on Catalogu-
ing Principles (1961) in the matter of t4 principles and general
rules for entry and heading Taking under consideration the study
of Bibliographical Data in National Bibliography Entries" pre-
pared by Michael Gorman, the experts of, he Copenhagen meeting
set up`a working group, with Jack Wells a% chairman, charged with
drafting an international standard biblidgraphic description for
monographic publications. There was common agreement that the
objective was the development of specifiCations for the necessary
data elements, their order of presentation, and the punctuation to
delimit thern These specif [cations should be designed to satisfy all
the needs of national bibliographies, and, with whatever judicious
trimming might be desirable, the needs of the libraries of the entire
world It was further agreed that these bthitographic descriptions
were to be made quite independently of.the heading under which
they might appear in listings. The working group succeeded in its
task and brought forth its provisional ISBD(M) in 1971, the first
Standard edition was published earlier this year The success-Of
this standard is manifested by the contirtuing increase in the
number of countries that' have adopted it.

At the Liverpool meeting of IFLA in 1971, a joint working group of
the Committees on Cataloguing and on Serial Publications was set
up to draw up an International Standard Bibliographic Description

4No. for Serials, taking the ISBD(M) as a model insofar as pr%cticable As
might be expected, the special problems presented by serial publi-
cations made the task of developing an ISIE1D(S) a difficult assign-
ment which the joint working group tackled with great energy and

'Reprinted from LC Ink rmation Bulletin 33 (no 47, NoyemW-4.197e).
Appendix I A229-232 Tie article was originally prepa(ed for International
Cataloguing 3 (no 3, My/September 1974) 4-5
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'devotion The successive drafts wefe prepared by the Chairwoman.
, and the Secretary, Mlle M.-L Bossiaat and Mlle M. Pelletier, respec-

tively.

Probably no data element pr seilted such a severe problem as the
;title The seemingly count! ss°"Mitteilun gen," Memoires," "Pro-
ceedings," "Bulletins," rudy's,' d the like seemed to demand
some useful and stand dized Way t be particularized. A solution
to this problem was found in the ad tion of a device which con-
sisted of Marrying the'author statement to the generic title proper
with a wedding ring consisting of a space-hyphen-space and dub-
bing the happy couple the 'distinctive title.:'

With the completion of 'international standards- for the biblio-
graphic description of both monographs and serials and with theit,
adoption by natynal bibliographies and national cataloging agen-
cies, the ultimate goal of one-time creation of biblionaphic de-
scriptions, which could then be distributed, exchd`riged;and
utilized in an country of the world, should big achieved. True, there
is th 'ntractable problem of the languages and writing sys-
tems y ed by the prodUcing agencies in the terms of physical
description and in the bibliographical ndtes but this is really of
second ary importance. The achievement of these new standards is
the ultimate that can be hoped for within the limitations of the
world as it is or is likely to be in the foreseeable future. .

Somewhat offsetting the caveat on the language and writing sys-
tem problem mentioned above is the clarification-the new standard,.
punctuation brings to descriptions in languages that are foreign to
users of the descriptions. Just as it makes these descriptions mo re
understand able to human beings, the punctuation can also make
the various bibliographic areas and elements of the areas under-
standable (that is, codable) to the obedient computerif it has been
provided with the needed sophisticated input programs. This, in

.turn, will mean a great reduction in otherwise essential human
effort in the process of converting descriptions to machine-
readable form All of this is totally new. We never had it so good!

By completely separating the bibliographic desc.ription from the
heading under which it might appear in a catalog, thetescriptions
became entirely self-sufficient as such. Heretofore, this had com-
monly not been the case because it was not thought always to be
necessary to repeat in thedescnption the (lame of the author given
in the heading. This was particularly true when there was no

25
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explicit gramatical statement of authorship but only an rmplicit
attribution it the head of tbe title

This new 4f-sufficiency of bibliographi 1descriptions, particularly
of serials, is now leading, n attack on another IFLA
standard. namely one of those emtio led in the "Statement of
Principles for entry and heading a ere adopted by the Interna-
tional Conference on Cataloguin Pr nciples in1961 at Paris. The
beginnings of this turn of event , w ich was perhaps not entirely
unforeseeable. are to be found n the estalRhshment61 the Interna- -4
tional Serials Data System (IS S) by UNISIST, a UNESCO;
International Council of Scientific Unions program The IDS .is a
registry responsible fob the assignment of international standard
serial numbers to serial publications Assignment is based on the
key title, norrhally identical with the ISI3D(S) distinctivp title Any
change in the key title, other than in an article or preposition,
warrants a new serial number Thei ISDS registry of serials also
includes a basic set of bibliographic data elements. Insofar as "'
possible. the functions of the ISPS are decentralized by delegation
to a network of national centers responsibility for the serials of
their own countries even at the national level, there is armed for,,
reporting by various fibthriestb the national center in order that the
coverage may be as complete as possible In all of this-work,
corporate author is at least irrelevant and is sometimes inconve-g.
merit

In addition*. there is a strong,inovement in North America fora,
cooperative effOrt totuild.an".on-line machine-readabledata base
of live serialsisameans of re'ducingduplication of effort, advanc-
ing automated methods of control, and building a national record
of holdings Those involved this effort have 'set up a project
called CONSER (ConverSion of Serials), and the coordinator of the
project Richard Anable, has recommended to his Advisory Group
that the criterion for setting up a new record when i'serial under-
goes a change be that 04, change in key title Under cataloging
rules the criterion for a new record would be not only that kind of
change but also a change in the name of the corporatebody under
which the serial is entered The occurrepce,of changes in the
names of corpo4ate bodies with the canc§fnitant &inflict between
these differecqcriteria forsetting up a new record,' is sufficiently
frequent4o have led td demands for a change of cataloging rules
for seri* to require entry under title In all cases.

Appardntly trif,$Iiovemvit is not peculiar totNorth America As far_
t back as the oble meekg of,IFLA in 1973, the CoMmittee on

r.
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Serials set in motion a "Study of the Function of Corporate Bodies
in a Serials Catalogue" which is being coordinated by Maria Val-
enti. This.study, in turn, is being coordinated with the Committee
on Cataloguing, with the Committee of Official-Publications, and
with EVa Veronameho is engaged in an analysis of the function of
headings for corporate bodies in cataloging.

'

The internationli. cataloging standard for ent7y and heading is in
the "Staterpent of Principles" adopted'by the ICC P in Pans in 1961.
'Delegates to that conference were concerned not just with the
cataloging of monographic publications, nqt just with cataloging
of serial publications, bOt wrth the catalogihg of both for display in
a-common catalog, in most cases governed by common principles
and rules. Fundamental principles that were agreed to at this con-
ference were 1) that cataloging requires a system of multiple en-
tries, one of which is treated as the main entry and others df which
are treated as secondary, 2) that the main entry should be the
-author when there is a personal author, and 3) that the,main entry
for works that represent the expression of collective activity of a,
corporate body should be ale corporate body. Just as there is no
principle covering monographs, as such, there is no prinolple
covering serials, as such Serials are mentioned twice The firsi

:4-live is in a footnote'to the principle setting forth the editions of
maul entry under corporate body The footnote specifieecondi:
tionefor entering serials under a corporate body even When the
body functiohs more as editor't n as prothrcer of the content, the
controlling criterion here. being e presence of the name of the
body in the title of serial. The oth rrence is in the princi-

. pie covering entry undellige. Here serials tha are known primarily
or conventionally by their titles are to be sb ent red(even if they a
the products of corporate bodies)

What, then, is the impact of the demand for arbitrary,entry of all
serials upder title on the IFLA Paris Principles9.First, it pr6poses a
rule of entry that is based on type of publication rather than on
bibliographical conditions. This kind of a rule runs counter to the
whole history of cataloging rule development inipthe last half of the
20th century. It runs counter tot e fundamental prillciples.laid out

t(by Seymour Lubetzky as the g idelines for this historical develop-
ment. Second, it introduces an lement6f irrationalityinto catalog- -

ing with the proposition that if a product of corporate activity is
iss monographic form, the body is to becon ered respon-
s to ut it is issued in serial 'form, it is, in effect, anon mous. The

rary of Congress List of Subject Headings, for exa ple, would
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be entered under the heading for the Library because it is a mono-
graphic worlk but the Annual Report of the Ltbrartan of Congress
would be entered under title. The corporate responsibility is the
same but the catalogetreatment would be different The pro-
posal has the effect of completely, undermining the theory of, cor-
borate responsibility as justification for main entrynot just .for
serials but for monographs as well

It will be useful to exarnineso,me of the reasons that have led to the
proposed change in the cataloging of serials. We know that some
major bibliographies and union lists pf serials are organized by
title, the World List of Scientific Periodicals and the Catalogue
collectif des periodiques of the BibliOtheque Nationale, for exam-
ple We observe that the impetus for arbitrary entry of all serials
under'title comes not from catalogers of general library materials
taut from librarians whose responsibilities are focused on the bib-
liographical control of serials. The investigation of the role of
cprporate bodies in the catalogs of serials is the project of the IFLA
Committee on Serials life world control of serials by key title is the
responsibility of the International Serials Data System. The call for
change of cataloging rules in North America comes, by Implica-

^ tion, from the CoordinatorV the CQNSER Project. Support for this
prbposal comes from serials librarians and builders of machine-
readable data bases for serials.

'Let us consider serials work in libraries for a m'oment. One striking
fact is the separateness of serials 'fork from other library,activities.
This results from the highly special nature of the serial publications

Air and the special requiremehts for processing them-to bring them
under control and to make them accessible for use by readers.
Whereas a monograph is processed once and for all, a serial must
be processed again and again, issue after issue. The daily volume
Of processing,b0erations on serials units exceeds the operations
on monograph units many, many times over. A sorter, normally not
a professional librarian, must consider for each issue he handles:
1) would this be entered under a corporate body? 2) if so, what
would be the entryord? The recorder will record the issue in his
share of the sort and for those issues for which he finds no record
will have to reconsider what othetleasonable possibilities of entry
must be searched. Once entered in the record of serials, most of
the issues will have to be matched and stored with the accumula-b
tion of previous issues of the serial until enough have been re-

ed for binding. Again this will involve identifying the correct
alphabetical word-string under which the preceding issues of the
serial have been stored,

o
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Many of those whose duty it is to supervise these operatonsleel
s that a substantial simplification would follow from recording end
storing serials by their titles. With the issue in hand, what could be'
more straightforward than *matchinq4he title with the title in the
record or the title and r Which the earlier issues are stored/ This
reasoning is persua ve, qualified only by the observatioikthat

, relatively slight changes in the wording of titles can create insup-
erable difficulties in matching whereas the same changes.would be
easIty manageable if entry under the responsible corporate body
were in effect

Finally, I should call attention to the involvemegtof considerations ,,
of automation in this matter Tfitr-tsps is an automated system. The
Nationals Serials Data Program, as t Americamnode of !SOS,

' reports serials and assigns their ISSN s by key title`Ihe CONSER
Projectcontemplates the eyentual bui d-up of a national machine-
readable data base fair live serials. This project does not under-
estimate the importance of retrieval approach by responsible cor-
porate body but gees no need for main entry under such bodies.
Further, CONSER proposes that only a-change in key title should ,

, trigger the creatiorlof a new record whereas a change in name oL.,
corporate'main entfy, even when there is no change in key title,
would require a'new.record under present cataloging rules.

Kim can this Conflict in the p es of cataloging for the univer-
sal catalog, monographs, se nd all sorts of non-book mate-
rials, and the needs of those whose universe consists solely of
serials be resolved? The matter needs attention and debate by
thoughtful librarians in order that the wisest course rffay be dis-
cerned arid decided upon The Library of Congress is urging this
attention by the profession in North America. Thus, although my
title is Assistant Director (Cataloging) of the Processing Depart-
ment at the-Library, the recommendations I shall make below ace to
be regarded as my personal view on this issue, not those of the
Library, which. at this point in time, has nottaken a position on the
matter

Of course:I shall side with the IFLA 1961 decision to accord main
entry under corporate/bodies for the publications `resulting from'
their corpOrate activity, monographic or serial. I findthe case for

'arbitrary Sentry under title to be .essentially weak. If those who
process kncoming serial issues and those who store them pan do

, their work better by using the title as the means of organizing the
records and the stock of serial issues, they should do so. The

9
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Present cataloging °rule does not prevent this.ence, the need for
such a change isnot an argument for changing the cataloging rule.
It would not be amiss, however, to caulion that whatever the advan-

. tages that will accrue from using title as the criterion for recording
and stprmg, referencedemands on the record and on the store may
sometimes be veryttifficult to fill in the class of serials with generic
Titles such as "Bulletin," "Proceedings," ana "Report" because
the inquirer Will not have the piece m hand but will be inquiring
from a citation or else from memory and small errors or omissions
may make the serial unfindable. Absolute accuracywill be a neces-
sary condition for positive response from a single-entry record or a

fies singleerrtry store of serials by_thair.-titles.

AS for the situation in thEktacichine mode, the question of main
entrx by title or main entry by responsible body is practically ir-
relevant. A positive response will occur whichever the approach.
As for output, printout by title is possible whether or no main entry
is by title In some cases, however, the converse would not be tru*

.
The only remaining difficulty is Ole need lor making,a new reco0,%__
under present rules When the corpdrate main entry heading
changes, and the title does not. Under the proposed rule the exist-
ing entry would be updated and retained. Clearly rather more work
is Involved under the present rule. Another record will have to be
acdommodated in the computer store. There is, however, no prob-
lem in'relating these records in the computer. So this is all thdissue
seems to hang on. must we undermine a fundamental principle in
our existing cataloging system because a certain class of change
in serial publications could thereby be handled somewhat more
simply? I think riot



International Cooperation in Serials:
Progress And Prospects

Joseph W. Price
1

Recent international developments in serials have revealed issues
and accentuated areas where common agreement, if obtained, will
facilitate international cooperation in serials identification, de-
scription and control The purpose of this article is not so much to
chronicle events in the deqelopment of international serials ac-
tivities kit to present the issues. to report on progress in codpera-
tive resolution of problern4 and areas requiring international
agreement and acceptance. and to discuss the prospects for near
term advances in international cooperation in serials

Issues
,

Ope of the enriching aspects of professional activity_concefrohf
)(changing of different points of view This:_isho less iite`for

ho are involved with serials Freqvehtly such e-
change are ated -by a leek of common agreement as to
concepts and terms Standardization becomesta prime require-
menefor identification_ar)d,Pr'ioductive discussion of issues A
number of international ptganizations are Working towards [in-.' '
proved standardization and are thusly facilitating an expressItin,of
the more substantiveover the terminological beeects oPcufrent
issues rn snals

Cho ice of Entry
4

g important issue for allserrals librarians is that of choice of entry
Tor seriats This subject is discussed in greaterdepth in the articles
in this issue written by Mr Howard and Mr Spalding. Howevdr,
there are important international implications which should be
mentioned The Anglo - American Catalbgmg Rules (AACR) allow
for choice of entry to be title or issuing body. depending upon
certain criteria,-such as type of senal;frequency of issuance, and
thegenetic/nongeneric characteristic of the title words (i.e ,

JoUrnal,';%"Bulletin, etc ) These criteria have often been
criticized as being so vague that they are too often inconsistently''
applied However, with the development of national authority files
and with continuing widespread acceptance of Library of Con-
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gress cataloging, problems of inconsistency from library to library
tnay potentially be held to an acceptable level: at least in the United
States.

When going beyond the Anglo-American community to a broader
international arena, there is less acceptance of what constitutes an
issuing body and what represents responsibility for authorShip.
There is little agreement across national borders on how names
should be expressed, especially when institutions translate official
names from other languages into the language or languages of
their country. Problems like this have led groups like the Interne-
,tional Serials DatkSystem (ISDS) to promote the use of a con-
sistently applied ruleof alwaysentering a serial under its title, with
additional added entries for issuing bodies and variant forms of
title as needed for access. This approach is not without its prob-
leMs ot course, especially when generic word titles are involved
and when one considers the single entry file. It isoffered, however,
as a solution to the problem of inconsistent application of complex
rules and to the lack of international agreement on issuing bodies.
Choice of entry is under review in the United States by the Catalog-
ing Code.Revision Committee of the American Library Association,
which is currently considering the pros and 'cons of changing
AACR Rule 6, "chOice.gfentry for serials."

Form of Entry

Given that the issue of choice of entry can be resolved, there'is the
matter of "fo\rm`of entry" to be considered. "Form_of entry" is the

manner in which the data "chosen for entry" is expressed. This can
range 'f rom a literal transcription of the data from the publication to
an entry`-stiUctuted according to rules and practices which do not
always require that tlit data used in the "construct" be obtainable
from the item being cataloged. There are pros and cons for either
extreme, as demonstrated in the Howard and Spalding articles.
Serials, being of a temporal nature, compound the problem since
there is no guarantee of constancy from issue to issue. In some
international' circles a solutibe has been suggested by support of
literal transcriptyon of entry information as it appearsdr1 the publi-
cation. This view contends with the problems of issue-to -issue
variation by using broad guidelines to distinguish between
"major" and "minor" variations. Minor variations result in deilirt
forms of entry as added entries and major variations result in new
records. While proponents of this view would have had a difficult
time justifying the expense of preparing and filing the additional
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MC 0 s for anual files required by this approach, their case is
made r by the de,ielopment of cooperative consortia linked
by comm nly shared and supported computer-based data collec-
tion systems, such as the CONSER Project on the OCLC system.
Such cooperative networks allow for resource sharing and low-
cost product distnbution ell a-scale which allows the small as well
as the large library to benefit from the provision of multiple access
points to bibliographic files.

Bibliographic Description

' In bibliographic description, a-lack of standardization of temps and
concepts has been particularly problematic. The difficulties are
accentuated in recent attempts at international standardization.
The International Staridard Bibliographic Description for Serials
(ISBD(S)),' dratted and released u nder the auspices of the Interna-
tional Federation of.Library Associations (IFLA), is an attempt to
introduce international standardization in descriptive cataloging
of serials. Relying primarily on the consistent use of punctuationoto
"delimit" bibliographic elements, I SBD(S) seeks to group logibally
related information in such a way as to facilitate recognition of the
various components of the description even by persons unfamiliar.
with the language used in cataloging. It is also hoped that. the
delimiting rr u ctuation will allow for ease in converting biblio-
graphic data

l
to machine-readable form via mechanized text

scanning techniques.'

ISBD(S) is currently undergoing revision ision meeting is
scheduled for October 1975 in Paris). An important aspect of this
revision is reconciliation of some difficulties still exiVng between
the first edition of ISBD(S) and the slightly older approach rep-c----
resented in the Guidelines for ISDS.2 Although the'se two docu-
ments shared some common parentage their purposes, audiences
and channels of review and acceptance have differed enough to
allow continuance of a few dissimilarities.

Since the ISDS is a system, its current Guidelines are intended to
be the first edition of a collection of specifications and instructions
for those institutions participating in the system. As the number of
participants increase and the levels of participation expand, the
collective experience is to feed back and influence the further
developmeileof Guidelines. The guidelines dR no.t constitute,an
official standardhence their review and acceptance is of a dif-
ferent channel than that followed by standards. However, they
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are based on an internationally ratified standard, (SO 3297'
DocumentationInternational Standard Serial Numbering,3
which speaks only to the data elements comprising a bibliographic
record and does not address implementation. The standacd does,
however, authorize the ISDS to set up a "yiitem to implement the
standard and the goals it represents

ISBD(S) is not an internationally ratified standard as yet. However,
it is well on its way. It is anticipated that after revision and a,period
of time for reaction, the revised version vyill be submitted to the
International Organization for'S.tandardization (ISO) for considera-
tion as a standard. it is important to nose here that if ISBD(S)
becomes an ISO standard it will not substitute for the rules of
interpretation and implementation which constitute cataloging
codes In other words, it will not tell you what to choose for your
main entry,' but tt will tell you where the authorplatement should

be placed when printing or displaying the biblidgraphic descrip-
tion. In a sense then i t will be similar to ISO 3297 in that it will defer
to some other authority for implementation

The details/of ISBD(S) will not be presented in this article. Essen-
tially the pOrrent edition of ISBD(S) defined six "areas," separated
by the reserved punctuation "full stop, space, dash, space" (
These ar,eas sere

1 Title and statement of authorship area,
2 Imprint area.
3 Collation area. t4 Series area,
5 Notes area,
6 International Standard Serial Number and price area.

The North American position on ISBD(S) revision. drafted by U S.
and Canadian representatives and transmitted to the ISBD(S) draft
revisers at the Bibliotheque N'ational Paris, roposes the addi-
tion of a seventh area called "N mescal/ nological Extent
Area. This proposed area consists of the issue or volume number
and.or the date of the issue or volume by which pieces of a serial
are identified

It is anticipated that the final version of ISBD(S) will resolve remain-
ing dissimilarities in approach between the Guidelines for ISDS
and the ISBD(S). In the meantime, the ISDS Bulletin,4 a bimonthly
publication available b_y subscription from the ISDS International
enter (CIEP*20 rue eichaumont, 75002-Paris), lists ISSN as-
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signments according to they order of data elements and the punc-
tuation prescribed in the current edition of ISBD(S).

Identifying Devices for Serials

There are currently two identifying devices in use in serials control
systems, CODEN and ISSN. A CODEN is a five character code and
an optional sixth character for machine checking which is in-

'Tended to designate the title of a specific serial publication CODEN
was originally intended to be a mnemonic equivalent to the titles
but the scope of Os application broadened, ft was necessary to
extend the originally conceived four characters to five and to allow
for special sequences not mnemonically based CODEN was pro-
posed in 1953 by Dr Charles Bishi265 and in 1961 the American
Society for Testing and Maknals (KSTM) assumed responsibility,
--fitiCits maintenance In January 1975, the Chemical Abstracts Ser-
vice of the American Chemical Society, a major CODEN user,
accepted the responsibility and continues the assignment of
CODEN for its own computerized serials control system and on
request and payment of a one dollar service fee per title. The
emphasis for CODEN assignment has been titles in science
anckteohnology

The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) was developed to
baa more universal serial publication identifier and to correct what
were considered to be problems in the CODEN concept- The ISSN
is a seven digit code and a required eighth check character, whi &h
is assigned to a unique title (key title) of a serial publication. The
first seven digits can range over jhe Arabic numerals 0 to 9 The
check character, which is considered part of the number, also
ranges Otto 9, but it can have the value X whenever the modulus 11
(8-2 weights) based calculation results in a check digit value Of 10
Unlike CODEN, the ISSN is an arbitrarily assigned number contain-
i ig no mnemonic or intrinsic meaning, ISSN are assigned on a
d centralized basis with each operating ISD,S center using a dif-
fe ent block of numbers allocated to them by the 'International
C ntre of the ISDS (Parts) The ISSN is printed or displayed as two

. gr ups ofloKcharacters separated by a hyphen

an arbitrarily assigned number like the ISSN solvei the
pr ms of inconsistency of mnemonic meaninncountere.d by
C DEN Decentfaliied aseignment of ISSN will acilitate a laborf)
sharing which will permit the_g_xtension of identifying devices to
disciplines other than science and technology, a prospect which
could be overwhelming for centralized CODEN assignmenf

--"
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The use of the ISSN is not without its.problems. These tare dis-,
cussed in the article on NSDP by Mary Sad& Also, CODEN,and
ISSN should not be viewed as one against the other It is expected
that the two systems of identifying will coexist for some tirhe The
ISSN is new and not fully deployed and institutional investments in
CODEN use should not be threatened. Both data elements are
defined for many machine-readable dkja collection efforts and
systems. Concordance tables are being prepared so that, when
enough ISSN exist, those systems currently using CODEN should
find a switch over to the standard,'the ISSN, a much easier task

,The International Serials Dlittt, System

The emergence of the International Serials Data System (ISDS) is
illustrative of international cooperative activity in serials. It also
deh)onstrates how components of the information services com-
munity, such as libraries and the abstracting and indexing ser-
vices, can work together. The establishment of the 1SDS marked
the convergence of developmental activities in serials identifica-
tion and control irthe United States and in 'Europe.

In January 1968, Phase I of a National Serials Data Program (NSDP)
was initiated at the Library of Congress. This event followed years
of investigation sponsored by numerous organizations within the
United States, including the National Scieitsg-krerfilltion (NSF),
the COmmittee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI)
of the Federal Council for Science and Technolcigy, the Council on
Library Resources (CLR), the Association of Research Libraries
(ARL), the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials (Jcu LS),
committees within the American Library Association (ALA), and the
three national librariesthe Library of Congress (LC), the National
Agricultural Library (NAL), and the NationaLLibrary of Medicine
(NLM). Much of the early thinking in the U. S44documented in the
Creager and Sparks report, A Serials Data Program for Science in
-Technology.6 The article by Mary Sauer in this issue reports on the
current status and activities of-the NSDP.

,In parallel with efforts in the United States towards the establish-
ment of an NSDP, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU) were collaborating on the planning of a
world science information system called UNISIST. UNISIST is a
,non-acronym which represents both the initial feasibility study and
the recommended future working groups and 'programs needed to
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implement the system In July 1968, UNISIST and the Abstracting
Board (AB) of ICSU established a joint UNISIST/ICSU-AB Working
Group on Bibliographic Descriptions This group was asked "to
identify, describe and recommend the form and content of the
elements of bibliographic data."7 The Working Group acknowl-
edged a need for an internationally acceptable coding system for
serials and proposed a study which was subsequently carried out
under contract to INSPEC, The Institution of Electrical Engineers,
in London. The final report of this effort, Report on the Feasibility of
an International Serials Data System,8was published in April 1970,

, and was the topic of a September 1970 meeting of the UNISIST
Central Committee which eventually led to the establishment-of the
ISDS

I.
While these organizational activities were occurring, work on the
establishment of an internationally acceptable identifier for serials
was progressing. In the U. S. the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) through its Committee on Standardization in the
Field of Library Work, Documentation and Publishing Practices
(ANSI Z39) organized, in May 1968, Subcommittee 20 for the pur-
poses of developing a standard code for periodical and serial
publications. In late 1970, ANSI approved the work of this sub-

,committee' and in 1971, ANSI Z39.9-1971, American National Stan-
dard Identification NutInber forSerial Publications r8 became a U. S.

'national standard At its June 1970 meeting in Oslo, Norway, the
International Organizatidn for Standardization (ISO) through its
Technical Committee 46 Working Group 1 (TC 46/WG1) recom-
mended international review of the then pending ANSI standard.
After several meetings of the Working Group, ISO/TC 46 apprOved
a draft international standard of the InternatiOnal Standard Serial
Number (ISSN) at its meeting at The Hague in October 1972. The
draft standard was circulated among member organizations for
ratification and, following the 1974 meeting of ISO in Helsinki,
Finland, the 'standard for ISSN, ISO 3297, was accorded full status
as an internationally accepted standard.

ISO 3297 International Standard Serial Numbering (ISSN)

In some respects the ratification of ISO 3297 International Stan-
dard Serial Numbering (ISSN) was the event that brought these
national and international activities to convergence. Unlike its ear-
her ratified U. S. counterpart, ANSI Z39.9-1971, uppn which it was
largely based, ISO 3297 goes a step further by identifying an au-
thorizing organization responsible for its implementationthe In-
ternational Serials Data System. In addition, it identifies data ere?

3 7
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ments esserilial to a-Minim- al standardized description for a serial-
publication, thusestablishing a point Of tangency with the develop-
ing International Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials,
ISBD(S), which is likely to be considered in the future as a C- andi-

-date for ratification as an ISO standard

ISSN, when considering the ISO standard, means both the Interna---4
tional Standard Serial Number as described above (see "Identify-
ing Devices"), and the prOcess of International Standard Serial
Numbering. In the second meaning. a system (ISDS) is directed to
specify at least a minimal description of a serial publication and
apply the ISSN to it as a unique and unambiguous identifier The
standard requires the following data elements as essential to a
minimal description:

1 Date of Entry (or most recent change)

2' CenIt
re Code

3 ISSN

4 Key Title

5 Vai ant Title(s)

6 Start Date

7 Country of...Rublicatioil

8 Alphabet of Original Title

9 Imprint

Additional data elements are specified as beihg of use in a standar-
dized bibliographic description These are:

10 CODEN

11 Publication Status

12 type of Publication

13 End Date

14 'Frequency
88

4
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15 Language

16 Universal Decimal Classification, Dewey De Cl ication or
Library of Congress Classification

17 Abbreviatedey Title

18 Former Title(s)

19 Successor Title(s)

20 Other Language Edition of

21 Has Other Language Edition of

22 Inset in or Supplement to

23 Has Inset Or Su-pplement

24 Related Title(s)

25 Coverage by Abstracting Services

The manner in which these data elements are obtained and coded
s left to the ISDS to specify through itsGuidelines for 'SOS,. For the
most part, because of the definition of such elemer*sfs the'ke-y
title (which is.esSential y the title as it appears on the piece`qual-
Med as ruszessaryb place, then date, in order to render it unique),
examination of the publication or a surrogate is required. Further-
more, because authority for ISSN assignment is dedentralized by
country or region, ISDS centers reqyiring ISSN assignment for
titles published outside of their borders must accompany such
requests with a required issue or surrogate It is important.to
restate that neither ISO 3297 nor the Guidelines for ISDS specify
how the bibliographic data isoto be printed or displayed. Instead
ISDS defers to ISBD(S) thus establishing another link in the de-
veloping pattern of international cooperation in serials.

Ctirrent Status of the ISDS Network

4
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As of the time of this writing, 11 centers, in addition to the Interna-
tional Centre (Paris), have been declared These are:

National Serials Data Program
Serial Record Division
Library of Congress

39

National Serials DI Centre
British Library
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Austral, lan National Centro
fbr ISDS
National Library of Australia

Moscow 'Reglonateintis
for ISOS*
IntemationalCentre tor Scientific
and 'Technical Information

Centre hationale ISDS
Bibliotheque Nationale

Japan National Cenire
National Diet Library

ISDS/Canada J
National Library of Canada

National Centre for ISDS
Federal Republic of Germany
Deutsche Bibliothek

Centro de docurnentecion
clentitice
Consejo national de investiga-
ciones pientificas y techn ices

National Centre for ISDS
Helsinki University Library

YugoslovenskI bibilogrefskl
Institut
Institut bibliographique
yougoslave

var.,,,Fiye of the national centers are'operational at this time: the Na-
.

tonal Serials Data Program, ISDS/Canada, the Unitdd Kingdom
National Serials Data Centre, the Australian National Centre,for
ISDS, and the Federal Republic of Germany National Centre for
ISDS. Id addition, The letherland s and Italy have indicated a desire

to.establish centers.

a

a.
Prospects for Future Cobperation

The intent of this writer hag been to surface various issues in
international serials control and to highlight cooperative activities.

What then of the future? Will events continue the rapid develop-

ment shown in the past few years? In concluding this article, we
hazard a brief exctivsion into an extensionOf present trends inIto

future possibilities._

international Serials Data System

It is expected that the International Serials Data System will con -

'Includes the USSR, the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republics, the German Democratic Republic, the Hungarian
People'stRepublic, the Mongolian,People>Republic, the Polish People's

Republic, the Republic of Cuba.
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tin ue to grow in size and intensify in function. It is expected thatthe
- .developing eountnes in Asia, Africa and.South Amenciwill share

lathe systern;et leat on a nonautomated exchange basis. The role
'of data exchange between national centeril:in the ISDS should
increase, especially. as new technologies become available, For

. example, the U. S. National Center ('ISDP) and ISDS/Canada, by
sharing a common computer linkage via OCLC/CON$ER,-Will be
able to exchange requests, for ISSN assignment and lepoFting of
systematic numbers by retne,ving and posting inforrnation,to their
combined-on-line data files. If the United,KingdoM and the Interne-,
tfonaLCentre IIC.)ISDS in Pans wese to tie into the'OCLC or similar
sYsterns. direct comenuni-sation and exchange -wobld be possible?
arndhg".fOut of the major ISDS ceQters: At the least; magnetic tape

,:exchange,.which.is'already in existence between NSDP and the IC, -.

prob,ably takeplace among the other centers.
r

#'' `
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Members of the ISDS:Commuhityoq also bewmtenshittg their

. efforts to persuade publisheis of serial's to print the ISSN On the ,

r cissues and to inform ISDS.centers,o1:majbhanges to the bLblid- . ,
. .

graphic attributes of their publicatieity. This pas.beguit to gome . .

extent in* the NSP,p. with the pstabitihment of a publiShers
'-- ,

'1relations funCtion.and with expected cooperation With, planned
. .- !projectactesigned tctexp)ore and develop alternatiVes for commu- t,

nication and.persuasion tp* promoting the use'of-the rssq.. . ,... 6 \ , 4 C 20 'I .? /
C . I , .
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Uniting T n i ormation-Conimunity
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Tie devtlopment ol the ISDS 'represents a :Cornbining -nf fOrces '; .
-r-; le . .

" betweeri libraries and the abstracting and indexing community. It 4 ae 0 y° Al
9, 1 iexpecteVittotas the IS,DS and other cooperative activities, Stich ,\" .; as CONSER, lemonitratelhe potential benefits to be gained fro'm

. ----- ,-,.. o ooperation, in serials Cdntrol, other inenersof the information,.

corrimunity,'sqch as thsubicription agencies and publishers, win
fir2d it in their iriterests to becomemvolved. As itstannow: those
subscriptipn agencies which have developed automated systems
a're eader:forthe,adontages to beoblained from having libraries

. ordpr sen ts by ISSN prtnted,in 4tireir catalogi. Also, the use of a
, VI. standard jobtrnal citation identqler, containing.thelSSN as an in-' .

to rat part, is expected to increase, aided greatly by its adoption by . .,$
- sJch internationally available, on-tine retrieval systems A

, MEDLINE at the Notional Library of Medicine.
.

.
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Network Sharing ,
The CONSER network, mentioned repeatedly in this article,'may

.well usheF in the wave bf the future in serials controlglobal
'network sharing. The CONSER network is international in scope,
with Canada and the U. S. joined in participation. Delays in its
development demonstrate the lag between development of
technological capability and its deployment across institutional
and organizational boundaries. Now that it has been demonstrated
that this typeof computer-based network sharing can be done, it is
only,a matter of `kirne until we see all kinds of -serials,consqrtia : -

cornyine their incremental resourgeto generate a larger whole, a
system granting more benefits than any one institution could ob-
tain on its own As of this writing, we have only cooperatively
contributed cataloging data. Soon we will have, in effect,
computertased union list of serials, with convuter-assisted
library loan ordering and dispatching. It is not too far a leap then to.
consider document delivery wa facsimile transmission-of artidles
identified by querying a common-data base bpilt thrqugh a shared
network. These thingfare possible now The technology exists, it is
onli'a matter of time until our.mstiteitions agree fo.fink together in
these Ways , . ;

l
e

t 4 .
Universal Bibliograptiic Control .," -

It is only fitting to Conclude this prospective view and this article by,
a mention .of gruye(sal.pleliographic Control (lJBG) iocri is these
latest watc'hword on the international scene 'According to Dorothy'.'

Director, IFLA International Office for UBC, the ,sub-
stance of UBC is not new It has been developing over the past
twenty years in the pPojecis sponsored by such international or-
ganizatiqns est-FLA and. UNESCO. It has been within the past four
years,that the appellation "UBC': has been consciously applied to
Itaes4 collectiVe efforts.'Once these steps were taken, universal
bibliographic contrOrbecame more than jugt.projects and ac-
tivitieskitbecame a concept, a system, an objective."" So bepit also
with international cooperatiOn in serials. which is one aspect of
'UGC. As we review pest cooperative activities in serials we can see

." that the major steps paye been taken. By no means are all the
problems solved nor all the-details worked out,.but international
cooperation-1h serials has gone beyond isolated or simply
bilateral protects and activities.Internafio Rai cqoperation in serials
hag moved from concept to system in pursuit of the objective of
universal bibiographic control.
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National Serials Data Program

Mary Sauer

011

Organization .

S represantatiVe to the International Serials pata'System
(ISDS), the National Serials Data Program (NSDP) was initially im-
plemented 111 April 1972 as k cooperative project under the joint
support of the. Librtry' of Congresi. the Nation's! Agricultural
Library and tfteNational Library of Medicine. With the advent of the
CONSER project:bin which each of the three national littieriesand
other research librants are contribuiihg directly to the deVelop- 4.4
ment of a national serials data base, responsibility fcpt the NSW
was transferred to the Processing Qi3partragrit o? the Library etr.
Congress, in 1974, Subsequent efforts to cocfrdinate the senals
praessing function of with the ISDS functions,for'which
NSDP is responsible led to the.fogica)Jecision to incorporate the
program as a,sectton of the PttCcesstag Dedirtment's R.cz

'o rdt) iv ision This administrative reorganizatton has oontrit5Aed to ,"
the successful development of.SC's responsibilitiesas a major
CONSER participant and has served to facilitate the identification t
of those areas in serials control on-local, national and.international

,levels which merit study and evaluation. .

A.

NSDP's Role as aikISDS National Center

The International. Serials Data System. is established Within the
tramewOrk of the UNESCO/UNISIT program, is an international
network of nationat and regional centers resplaisible for the t rep-
lion and maintenance of computer-based dath banks which con -
tain essential informationtor the identificatiop Of serials. The goat .

of the ISDS is to proxide a comprehensive and - reliable registry of A

sepal publications in all tanoua6es-covenrig all subject areas The
system is responsible forassigningTO each serial. published under
a given title, a uqique and unambiguous numeric code iden9er,
the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)

-
As the U S. representative to thehe ISDS, NSDP is responsible for the.
;control and assignment of ISSN to all serial publications issued m

4 4
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the United States. Other national or regional centers are responsi-
ble for the rilipstration of ISSN in their respective countries. Serial

.publications issued by intergovernmental organizations (such as
the United Nations. Pan Amentan Union, etc.).are registered by the
ISDS International Centre in Paris The International Centre,estab-
fished by-tbe Frendh government and 'UNESCO, is the central
operational agency for the !SOS and is also,rdsponsible for the
registration of ISSN for pubhcations issued in those countries
Where national or regional centers have not yet been organized,
Mr PriCe s article in this issue discusses in more detail the organi-
zation of ISDS and the relationships between the International
Centre and national centers.

. ,

NSDP as the U S national center is therefore charged with a dual
resPonsibility,of registering U S. publications as quickly and effi-
ciently as poesible anckfor obtaining ISSN for foreign imprints from
otber ISDS centers as these numbers areneeded by Institutions irc
this-country Since early 1973 currently cataloged serials proc-
ested by the three national librenes have been registered by the

,ISDS. NSDP assigns ISSN to those titles.Oublished in the U. S. and

.quests ISSN for all others frOni the appropriate ISDS centers.
Routine Communicatiohs with). other ISDS centers are currently
accotopjistied through the mail and are therefore'subject to the .

usual delays and attendantsproblemsassociated with inte.inational
, postal communicatioris. However, it rs'ari adequke,system for the

present as an ihterim.theasure until more efficient methotiare
implemented Urgent requests may tie communicated by tele-,

phone or telex provided that supporting documentation Issub-
,

sequently provided. This documentation, which mildtaccornpany.
. -

every request for an ISSN. consists of an 'SIDS transmittal forni
containing bibliograph!c 40formation essential to theidentificat ion
cif any given'title and a physical representation of a current issue or ,*;

,
' volume This can be either a sample issue dr a surrogite of the,.

issue-(e.g,, reprodyctioris of the cover, htle.page andlor tastliead).
.

With the .develbpment of the CONSER prd)ectNSDP is extending
its national coverage to inauderesponsibility fir assIghing ISSN to
U S. -imprints input.by'aff CONSER participants. ISCZ/Canada is
undertaking the same cOrmitment for Canadian irnprints, and
ISSN needed by t ONSER paeticipants for serials published in
countriet, other than the S.-of 'Canada Are requegted. from the,

Japproprifite ISDS .center by eitI3er NSDP ocISDS/Canada.
,. ,

_ , , ,,

In addition to registering title's input.by the three national libraries ,
.. .
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and other CONSER institutions, NSDP was awarded a grant by the
National Science Foundation for the ''Development of an Auto-
mated National Data BaSe on Serials in Science and Technology."
This two-year* program is utilizing the CONSER project as a
mechanism for developing a machine-readable file of scientific
and technical serials abstracted by the major U.S. abstracting and
indexing services. The development Of this data base will substan-
tially augment the international corpusof serial titles registered by
the ISDS to the benefit of all user communities. '

,--

National centers of the ISDS are also responsible for promoting the a
use of ISSN within their territories. Thus they are charged with
establishing conftnumcations with publishers of serial literature
and for making every effort to obtain-their active participation.
NSDP has long recognized the need for this approach and has

., recently been able to undertake a more concerted effort in this
direction The full benefits of this system for the various user
communities (libraries, abstracting and ,indexing r ices, sub-
-scriptiorragents and publishers) will be fully real' only when

,r

ISSN and carried on the issues or volUmes of the serials themselves.
Thus the NSID.P`Section now has a publishers liaison assistant who
is workin§ di rectry with publisherslo encouragethe correct use of
the ISSN. For ISDS purposes a publisher has been defined as any
person. company. partnership, association or group of any kind
issuing and publishing a serial. As with anyone requesting an ItSN,
publishers are asked to provide either a sample issue or surrogate
of the issue as documentation for assigning the 14Shl and creating
an accurate ISDS bibliographic record. There is no fee for this

-service. Once it has been assigned, publishers are expected to
print the number in a prominent position on or in each serial issue,
preferably in the top righthand corner of the cover. If a serial issue
has an ISBN as Well as -an ISSN (as may be the case with mono-
graphic series), the two numbers should appear together, each
with its owl! prefix Publishers are also encouraged to cite the
correct ISSN in advertigements, promotional literature or catalogs

,' and'It is recommended that the number follow immediately, or be
immediately below the titre as advertised. Since a new ISSN must
be assign0 if the title' of a serial changes, this stipulation is em-

phasized at the time a publisher is notified of the registration.

An additional responsibility of iSDS national centers is the dis-
semination of iofoimation,from their national files. They may also
maintain du'plitate files or subsets thqpinternational file in order
to serve.their user commvities. To fulfill this aspect of NSDP's

4.6..
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respon,sibilit9 as apationaltenter, an ISSN Register is in the
processor being prep-ared for publication It will list all serials in the
NSDP files to which ISSN have been assigned through 1974.

ISSN with their appropriate key titles are also available through the
MARC distribution service in records for those serials cataloged by
LC for which numbers are available at the time of cataloging.
Catalog cards produced for distnbutioh by LC's Cataloging Dis-
tribution Service Divisidn also carry tties,LSSN when it is available
prior to printing the cards.

With the final development of the CONSER project and utilization
of the OCLC facilities by the Library of Congress as a CONSER
participant, current and.up-to-date information on all ISSN as-
signed or validated by NSDP will also be available through that
vehicle.

International Standard Serial Number

The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) its an eight digit
number which provides a universally accepted brief, unique and
unambiguous identification code foc serials. An ISSN consists of
seven digits plus a check digit (which is regarded as an essential
and inseparable part of the number) and is written in the form: ISSN
1234-5679. The check digit is always located in the right-most (low
order) position and is calculated on a modulus 11 basis, using the
weighting factors 8 to 2. The purpose of the check digit is to avoid

errors generated by incorrect transcription of numbers and is cal-
culated as follows

1 Take the digits of the base number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 Take the weighting factors associated
with each digit 847 6 5 4 3 2

3 Multiply each digit in turn by its .1)

weighting factors 8 14 18 20 20 18 14
4 Sum these products' . 8+14+18+20+20+18+14=112
5 Divide this sum by th modulbs 11 112:11=10 remainder 2
6 Subtract the remainde from 11 11-2=9
7 Add the remainder to t e-right-rnost (low

order) position of the ase number 1234-5679

If the remainder is 1S14 a Roman numeral "X" is recorded in the
check digit position.

4
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The ISSN does not attempt to incorporate any sigmficance other
than the unique identification of a Serial. Thus it doesnot reflect
any characteristics of a serial, such as subject, language, publisher
or country of publication Blocks of numbers are allocated to each
ISDS national or regional center by the International Centre and
these numbers are then assigned to titles as the publications are
processed

ISSN are assigned td serial publications, defined by the ISCIS as. a
publication in print or nonpnnt form, issued in successive part's,
usually having numerical or-chronological designations and in-
tended to be continued indefinitely. it should be noted that this
definition does not include works produced in successive parts for
a period predetermined as finite (e.g , multi-volume monographs
or books-in-parts) and that it does allow for the inclusion of un-
numbered series. However, NSDP does not generally assigh ISSN
to unnumbered series unless specifically requested to do so by
another ISDS center

Utilization of the International Standard Serial Number offers solu-
tions to many problems generated by the different identification
conventions of libraries, abstracting and indexing services, and
publishers or distributors. In the early stages of the development of
the ISSN as an international Standard, it was determined that all
users of bibliographic information on serials would benefit from
the existence of a large file of titles to which ISSN had been
assigned It was in that spirit and with that goal in mind that the
R R Bowler Company was authorized to assign ISSN to approxi-
rnately 60.000 titles in the Bowkdr Serials Bibliography (which is
composed of Ulrich's International Periodical Directory, 14th edi-
tiori, and the Irregular Senals and Annuals, 2nd ehon) as well as
6,500 titles in the Bowker Serials Bibliography Supplement (1972).
It was also in that same spirit that the-ISDS International Centre
authorized NSDP as the U S. national center to neghate the
assignment of ISSN to 220,000 titles in the twenty-oneyearcumula-.
tion of the Library of Congress New Serial Titles, 1950-1970. A
greatdeal of technical and editorial work on the part of the Bowker
Company was involved in this project and their efforts have pro-
duced a valuable source of bibliographic information,on serials.
However, the ISSN registered by Bowker fortifies included in these
publications were assigned to entries based upon various catalog-
ing codes or conventions which were not always compatible with
the bibliographic specifitations of ISDS. Therefore some errone-
ous assignments were unavoidable and inevitable. Recognizing
this possibility it was determined that, for ISDS control purposes.

ti
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the num gred by Bowker would be considered provisional
untt aced by the appropriate ISDS centers. This policy rides
not unduly jeopardize the valtdr6/ oflhesenumbers, and their useis
both advocated and encouraged. Only a smallpercentage of the
numbers are proving to be invalid and these are fairly easy to
identify if the folloWing guidelines are used:

Itthe publication in question-is-issued in more than one part but
only one ISSN was assignedereOrripany, the number
Is probably invalid because separate ISSN are generally assigned
to each section or part.

. Estarlise

Comparative biochernistfy and physiology
Registered in a Bowker publication as ISSN 0010.404X
This number was cancelled by ISDS and replaced by
Comparative biochemistry and physiology A':

Comparative physiology ISSN 03034629
Comparativetuochemistry end physiology a
- Comparative biochemistry ISSN 6305-0491

2 If a title was inadvertently numbered twice withinihe Bowker Pub-.
lications (i.e., once in Ulrich's and once in NST), the lower number
is generally considered the valid ISSN and the higher one(s) are
cancelled by the appropriate ISDS center:

Examples:

Medical assistance
Registered in Ulrich s Under title as ISSN 00474455
Registered in Now Serial Titles under issuing body as ISSN 0472.7967
Valid number -ISSN 00474455

Biological reviews of the Cambridge Philosophical Society
Registered in Ulrich's under title as ISSN 0006-2152
Registered in Ufroch's under author as ISSN 0045-4071
Valid number ISSN 0004-2952

3 If a serial was entered under issuing body in a Bowker publication,
and that body changed; generating another entry under the new
name or names, a new ISSN Was computer assigned to the new
Bowker entry If the title did not change and if the title is not a
generic term, one of the ISSN is potentially invalid. Again, the
lowest ISSN is consideredvald and all others are cancelled by the
appropriate ISDS center,

49
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Example: (as found in Now .Serial Titles)

Argentine Republic &loop° Forestal Nacional
Anuano de estedisfica forestal
ISSN 05704134 Continued by
Argentine Republic Administracion Nacional de Bosques
Anuarig de estedistice forestal

05114142 -

Valid nu4flber ISSN 0511-4142

ISDS Bibliographic Conventions

In order to regulatellie allocation of ISSN it was internationally'
-agreed that a citation acceptable to. all 'SIDS participants would be
used for serials to which ISSN are assigned. The concept of the key
title as a control citation was iricorporated as the "handle" to .

which the ISSN is assigned in any given ISDS. bibliographic record.
Specifics ions for the transcription and construction of the key title
are included in the Guidelines for ISDS. It is based upon the title as
it appears on an issue or volume, With the addition of an author
statement if the title consists glee generic term. In those instances
where two or more publications have the same title, the key title is
further constructed by adding qualifying information to resolve the
conflict and tO create a unitwe citation in the ISDS files. This
qualifying information can be place, or place and-date if place
alone is not sufftgient, or other information suitable to resolutton of
the conflict (e.g., reprint edition or microfilm edition). A new ISSN
is assigned and a new record is generated only when the key title
undergoes what has been defined by ISDS as a major change.
Definitions of whtonstitute major and minor changes to key
titles are also provided in the Guidelines for ISDS.

According to these same Guidelines, each key title is "inseparably .

associated with its ISSN' as an internal control mechanism within
the ISDS network. As the citation to which the ISSN is assigned, the
Rey title thus becomes aiond of "main entry" in ISDS files. Effective
use of the ISSN by libraries, indexing services and subscription
agencies is obviously facilitated if the keytitle.concept is incorpo-
rated in the files of these various communities. However it is not a
mandatory requirement for successful utilization of the ISSN.

One of the greatest benefits of the ISSN system 'sits ability to
provide a brief and unambiguous means-of identifying a serial,
regardless of the type or form of citation used. The number serves
as a common denominator which links the varying identification
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conventions of li braries, -abstracting and indexing services, sub-
scriIrtion agents and publishers or distributors

What is essential, however, is that the bibliographic entity created
according to any given set of cataloging rules or conventions be
compatible with the bibliographic entity created by a key title.
Addressing the current discrepancies between' the Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules (North American Text) and the key title
concept in his article elsewhere in ih is issue, Mr. Howard's second
proposal would provide for that necessary compatibility 4), this '
country. In this proposal ito suggested that the AACR be amended
to require title main entry for all serials except those titles which'
consist of a generic term or which begin, with a genetic term
followed Only by the name of the issuing body, in which case the
serial IS entered under author. This provides fof compatibility.be-
tween an AACR bibliograplIto record and an ISDS rscord, since a
change in an AACR main entry would also beconside'ed a change
in the key title Additional specifications for resolving the differs`'
ences between what constitutes major and minor changes accord
ing tothe AACR and ISDS wopld still be desirable in order to assure

. coTplete compatibility betvjeen the two systems. This is not an '
Unrealistic expectation, and the problem is being dealt with by the
appropriate committees.

To support the ISSN anq key title in an ISDS bibliographic record,
additional data elements, considered essential to the identification
of any given serial, are alsq included. They are specified in the
Guidelines for lSDSas follows

. 0

Essential ISDS Data Elements MARC Serials Fields
Date of entry (or most recent amend- 008
ment)

ISDS Centre code (i e , the center re- 008
sponsible for assigning or validating the ISSN)

ISSN

Key title

Variant title(s)

Start date

1

51

022

222

246
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Essential ISDS Dita Elements MARC Wills Fields

Country of publication ' 008

Alphabet of original title (alphabet of the '008
title as it appears on the issue This is
particularly applicable for non-Roman
titles which require romanization for
input.)

...-
Imprint 260

Additional dat eleMents are provided for in an ISDS record, al-
though they e not required unles6 available. These include items
such as ti4elrequency, type of publication, language, abbreviated
title, linking entries, etc. ,

.4

The bibliographic requirements of ISDS are not as full nor as .

detailed in their specifications as are those of the AACR, since th'e
ISDS netwbrk intends to provide a basic bibliographic' record
which meets the general needs of an international community. k.
Each national center, however, is permitted and encouraged to
aliment the basic ISDS record in its own filei with the necessary
data elements required to meet the needs of national users. This. includes such bibliographic data as structured author headings
and subject headings.

Thus an ISDS record as provided by NSDP andother ISDS centers
serves as the basis for documenting ISSN registration and also
provides an internationally acceptable "building'block" upon
which national catalogQg agencies and others can base a com-

' plete bibliographic record suitable to the needs and requirements
of their constituencies

i
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.
After years of study, reporting, proposals and counter-proposals
but little actual activity, librarians have, for the past three years,
witnessed a tremendous amount of activity in the area of biblio-
graphic. control of serials. This has been true not only at the na-
tional level, but also at the multinational and international levels.
This active pace has been nurtured by library interests, traditional
as well as advanced, and it has actually been pretipitated'by the
very aggressive commitment and involvement of the information
industry and the abstracting and' indexing (a & i) services. It is -
perhaps this strange (should it be 9) overlapping of interests at just
about the same time that has caused furor and fear among those
who look at bibliographic control of serials as primarily O. :thlem

`,of cataloging, cataloging cules and card catalogs. The end does
not seem to be the achievement of the typaof bibliograp is control
that can best serve the ultimate,user.Jaut matatbining he "integ-
rity" of the card catalog. Aside from the check-in,"claim ng, order-
ing, locating, shelving, binding, listing and union listi g, what
library depends solely on the card Cataldg for providin access to
serial matenals,,,-

I

The COpISER Project (CONversion of SERials), establ shed under
thb Council on Library Resources, is responsible fo building an
automated core data base of bibliographic records or serials
which will be available as an authoritative source f r use at all
levels, local, national and international. In this paper I shall not be
providing a detailed description of the origin, the or anization, or
the detailed operational concepts and procedures .f CONSER.
These have been published recently in many papers. I have sought,
however, to provide an analysis of the CONSER Pr ject from the
point of view of an academic librarian, and as one who hag-been
involved in reference service functions in various c pacities. I have
sought to minimize looking at this topic from a bia ed point of view,
but I must acting that the analyses and conclusion presented here
could not be At comprehensive were it not for y two and a half
years experience as Director Of the NVional Se leis Data Program
and my previous experience as the Assistant Chief of the Serial
Record Division and Head of the Newspaper nd Periodical Sec-
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tion at the Library of Congress I, therefore, do pot apologize for the
fact that the views presentqd here may be biased by the many
diScussions, formal and informal, that I have held with all types of,
librarians, information specialists, automation specialists, refer-
ence service providers and users, and a myriad of individuals
whose life has been dedicated to serials at both the national and
international level. This analysis is based of premise, one that I
have not been.original in espousing, but one which has been stated
as the goal of many. Namely, this is the establishment of a national
data base of bibliographic information on serial publications that is

enough in its utilization to permit subscription agencies,
librarians, information centers, the abstracting and indexing ser-
vices and the primary user to have an unencumbered access to the
information being sought. This national data base should be eitab-
lishedwith adequate flexibility to permit maximum utilization of
information being produced by other foreign national data ser-
vices and to increase the ability to bring about universal biblio-
graphic control.

Serials and the Card Catalog

In most situations whereiserials are concerned, the integrity of the
card catalog is fictitious because of local conditions. I have had
extensive work in the bibliographic identification of and searching
for serial titles in the Library of Congress and can state that only a
fool, or one who does not know better, would rely solely on either
the LC Main Catalqg or the LC Official Catalog to identify or locate,
serials in the Library of Congress One has to look in the Official
Catalog (forget the Main Catalog), the Serial Record, the Serial
Division Catalogs (including the Binding Catalog), and then hope
that one hat had enough sense to distinguish between the myriad
changes in structure that private,and public publishing organiza-
tions go through. Those may or may not be reflected in any one of ,

the sources (and there maybe only one source) mentioned.

Perhaps other libraries have better control of the situation, but
then that is only possible where serials have been given a priority in
concern That has not been the fact in the Library of Congress..
There have been good signs, in the past few months, of a signifi-
cant 4pnge in evidence of LC's commitment that provides hope to
those who are concerned with serials. A new administration in the
Ltb'rary,of Congress cannotignore the clamor and the action and
the momentum that has been generated in the past two to three

ar

years. CONSER is the personification of the fact that the Library of
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Congress Vs dropped the ball (shoved into its hands many times)
and that theslibrary gnd mforrpation commohitieswere desperate
and determined enOgh to sett it droppedfor the lasttime. That bail
is nbw in CONSEIts'hands. It is inthe interests of the communities
that it.not be Ofiopped again. All,'those wI)o agree and those who
disagree, have too much at stake togo through ottiertraumas With
a variety of ball carriers CONSER must be made to succeed! That

-tfoes iipSinean an end toThe catalog. What it means is that efforts
must be made tp see.that CONSER, at a minimum (withoutgetting
too deeply into thedetails), achieVes its priihary scope-. Let's face it.
What is the alte;nativet We have been talking, writing, arid' rewrit-
ing since 1 965 abbut anaetomated serials data base. Well, we don't
have d better idea, aid sinpawe dOn't, let's make' this idea better.

, t-

Why Have an On-Line System for Serials Co'ntrois7-

Any efficient titilization of serial publications, whether on a local
autonomo us basis, or in any cooperative venture, requires a defini-
tive and standardized program of bibliographic control. Efforts

i l-tbward achieving this end by libraneshave varied, depending-upon
' individual needS, traditions and the inevitable idiosyncracies of

existing manual systems.,Perhaps still the most common sourceof
control for most research institutions is the traditional card
-catalogan imm,obilestationary systein iirritted to in-house use,
and built uponlhecatalogihg code operative at any point in time by
any one organization. CUmbersome policies of superimposition

,'(necessary to accommodate changes in cataloging procedures
over a period of time) and difficulties in maintaining a card file that
grows in direct proportion to the growing population of new and
changed serial titles led many libraries to pursue other possibilities
of biblibgraphic control. -

-
A fairly recent innowtationArn -terms of %ride acceptability, is the
book catalog which permits greater mobility, ease of maintenance

-.and hence easier access to an institution's serials collectitn.
Supplementary to (and in some cases as a substitute for) the card
file or book catalog, many libraries and other research organize-
bons provide individually produced,directories Of holdings which
provide a ready reference andicluickaccess to serial holdings via
records containing minimal data sufficient to identify any one title.

.
These directories are highly portable,-easier to develop and main-
tarn, and facilitate the dissemination of local holdings inforrriation
b4orid t he.physical co nfines of a building. They may be produced
in hard copyor in fiche forms a cooperative vein, union listings of, ;

it
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serial pubilcdtions orklocal, regional and national levelg becaine
,more and rhoreneceSsay Aminherentprobleni in the compilation
of these union catalogs is the inevitable diffroliftSienbountered in
'trying effeotively to merge records froth different sources which
have been Created according to differeot cataloging codes and
bibliographic traditions into "one, cohesive and consistent biblio- .

graphic tool The fo-rmat, coverage and content of.these4ists varies;
depending upon bibliographic fesources available, financial sup-

; port ancrtheneeds of the,cooperating institutions
. . --

Supplementary, but equally- important, ar e the types of biblio;
graphic co ntro4 generated and ilsedby the numerou&abstracting
and indexing services Many services are separately Rubl shed in
"bUlletins, which are printed periodically the form of current
awareness programs, KWIC indexes, table of contents pubhca
t ions and abstracts or indexes, othereare issued in card form only:-
some appear as a regular feature in aioirr-oal, a number of services
are issued- in a multiplicity of, forms printed bulletins, cards,
magnetic tape or microfilm UnfortCnately, t he a & servicAs do n'ot
always utilize the same fora) of,entry for access to 'aerial Publica-
tions that libraneg dfl fro attairi optimal efficiencjtin coordinating
the effoils toward btbliographic contriblbetween libraAeg and the
a & services, a staridard and compatible means ot:6ifation an'd
bib l raphic descriptipri-ascaptable to both is mandatory.

i
Ffeietofore, many libraries, rese4rch institutions and the a."& i'ser-
vices have been hampered by burlt-in handicaps inherent in any
system which depends upon manual.pevelbpment, maintenance
and dissemination. The growing emergence of computer tectinol-

'ogy and the application' of automated data processing techniques
to bibliographic sy-Stems promise' greater ease in eneetin9 the de- ,

mands of the varied user conirriuilitji. In the absence of nationally
and internationatly recognized standal-dsyrilostof the efforts in.this.
direction have been isolated, individualistic approaches on a local
or regional level resulting in duplication of effort in many in-.
stances, a lack of coordination in format and content, and a result-
ing inability to coopite arid-interact with other systems effi-
cientW, despite the feat that this is the end most often sought by
those actively JSursuing.this approach.

As computer technology increased in tophistication and availabil-
ity to libraries and other institutions concerned with serials, use
begah to be made of it in an effort to provide some means,ollocal
serials control. Initially, these efforts concentrated on the produc-
tion of various title finding lists. There are obvious advantages to

,
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using a air-flouter for-this function suite, it would easily produce'
volumes of lists ih multitudin'ous copies at rapid speeds. Sghemes
for designating vinous levels ot specification to an institution's
holdings were incliScled next Eventually, some institutions, vino
had 910dr:imputing power and financial resources- canned over
into other areas of library serials control, such as binding, routing
of issuet-,olairning of issue's and even prediction of grrnial of sertal
issues Two basic characteristics are noticeable upon comparison
Of,ino-st of these systems -

.

1 The generally co ptal ninformation wthictt is subject iciimmediate
obsolescence as sock) as it is added to the machine fild, due to the
fact that the systerntoperete in a batched enonment for irifortha-

&W.:Which is-subject to frequent changes.

" 2 They are all highly customized systems w hich were developed for '
prOcedures and operations in,one institution or, at the cnost, an
interlibrary loan consortium -type group Of several irfstitutions.

.
. . ,

Fault is nor tr? beound in these eglier efforts. The computer-waS
emerging as.a tool of use to libranes and sepals was one area
where it coOld be effectively uttlzect. Systems were batch pro-
cessed because there wds either nottling but batch prOcessing
done at the host conyuterfacility or,41on-lme real -time interactive '

.

processing was supported, s_offiCient icnbw-how,. j4sfifibation,or
polpcal weightcyclipt gkisi tb bring about an on. re opel'ation.

r ob a b tf-te greatest misfortune, however, was that iii"-Vof Ihe
, "de;relopmental activitiss4oek place oh an individual basis With no

coordination-or Cooperation in evidence..
t"'

,.,thetechnO ogy-anct availabilityolsophisilCatedon-line interactive
opented cor ithetsystems now makes it imperative to conform to
an,ofi-ikne systernfor serials if the job of serials control is to b&done
right This is true riot only fOr the benefit of currency of data, which
an on-line environinent facilitates, but also in the potential for more'
effective cooperation ifl file building an file sharing which thiS ,, ,..
type of capability provides These two ideas, cooperation and th,e
benefits of on-line processing, are dorninani in the CONSER
philosophy and form the basis of its very, existence.' ', .

ea

,

53;

What Is the CONSER P,rofedt?
, -

From a recommended Cooperative Conversion Pr,ojedt.Which re- '
,sulted from the ,cteliberations'of an Acr Floc Discussion Group-in
Seria)gDati-Bases' carrie.a Corpferstori of Serials Project callecflhe

.
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CONSER Project ? ,3 Discussions; en the detailed implementation
aspects of theproject moved So fast that reports and documenta-
tion were out of state by the time of dissemination in print. The fact
that up-to=dateinforrnation would not keep up with the momentum
of the Project left'the Orofession uninformed! Several recent
docu'rnents present the status and future plans as CONSEIA be
corhes operational. 57

,

The stated purpose of CONSER rs "to build a core data base of
bibliographic information on sell& titlesto be available for use on
the international, national, regional:4d local levels." In order to
eliminate confusion over existing programs,,the Council on Library
Resources (CLR), thworggnization coordinating and managing
CONSER, has made it clear that ."this is a file-building project; it t's
notirVanded-tol3ecome an ongoing national or international se-
nala data system."°

CONSEFileBuilding'

The Councit Library Resources h as stated that "the intention of
' the Projecrts establish a comprehensive data base of serial titles.,
innsuch a way s to accommodate the past, present, and future
standards of for at, description, and identification where they can
be ascertained. It not the intention of the Project to establish new
standards m any a ea.'''°

CON4R,will; of co se, utilize existing standards as they are,
.Where possible witto modification, as in the use of the interne-
ti_601 standard for.the mmtinications format at level-one (struc-
ture)' namely ISO/2709."

At tie secon level, that i tags%and content designators, there
existed minor ences in the formats utilized in LC MARC Se-
rials fdrmat, the Cana ian MA C Serials communications format,
and the'Natiohal Serials Data rogram's internal format. Adjust-
ments-have been made to recon ile these differrices. Thus, sten-
.darchgation has been-achieved at wo Ievels.)t ig at the third level,
'i.e., the contents (or the actual liographic data), where corn-
promises had to be made. The ma r compromise was between
having an authoritative file-of records in,CONSER from the very
beginning and then building on that y requiring participants to
adhere strictly to a set of practices in a prescribed manual, and
having participants input records as th y see fit and as they tie in,

5 8
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. * r
with their own catalogs and cataloging practices. The compromise
was to distingtitsh between current and retrospective recordd. .

_CONSER pardc,:pants are required to input records for tttles that
are newly revised ornewly cataloged at their institutionsectording
to a set.of agreed-upon principles established by CONSER. Hope- .

fully:participantswillthus be able to know if that title already has a
record because they should be using,the same entry._ Even if they.
do notothe system does providelor alternative searching

Citenisms. Therefore, the proliferation of records for a particu-

.--
s- tar new title hopefully willbe avoided. It is expected that Library A .'

'''-'-, will not feel thatits Anglo-Amer/on Cataloging Rules choice for
heading is.ta better choice than Library B.12 Eventually, the Library
of Cpngress and the National Library of Canada, as the CONSER

: designated Centers of Respcinsibility, will get this type of problem ..
resolved , . .

The major compromise in CONSER was in what has been'called the ,-,-,,
ritrospeblive conversion 'pith the oiceptipn of the Library of

, Congress and the National LibiarY of Canada, QONSER partici-
pants "will be allowed to, input their cataloged records a's'fhey

'-' exist. They will not'be asked Ito'verify thatthe form of heading is
according to AACR, ndr, will they be asked to split tip their latest

. title calaloging.in the-AACR-requiredsuccessiyeentry practice.13
The primary argument fOr a CONSETI type of projectiles been the
snaring of responsibilities andthestlaring of costs. in reality:4n the
build-up °faille of records for (etrospective (previously cataloged) :
titles, the participating institutionswIlt not be contributing to the,
Cost of establisbIng a file, authoritative\ records.*Theiprimary.
burden will still be borne, through what his been calted.a post-.
editing process, by the Library of CongtesS and the. National,
Library of Canada In effect, there has been inagrearkrAt to di sat
gree on the im plementation of the set of agreed-uponcirincioies
describin:6 the data elementstagging, content designa,tolt, con- ,

tents. Esientiefly, -dirty" records will be input tObeoleaned'up at '
' some date by LC or NLC. The participants will 'oe building tip: thjS
- file utilizifig,the 80,000 records from the Minnesota* Union list of '

...- Serials (MULS) and the compcisite ,recot from t e LC-MARC
it Serials as the foundation It is understdod that non- ACR records .

which exist in the MARCSerials files will be expungeg This is not,'
truebtthe MULS file. While a limited etfort has been undertaken to
break out latest-title entries into successive entries, there still exist
many records which are under latest title, as well:as ma records
which still do not cOnforrn to the AACR form of headin .

T

. -,-
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What Does CONSEll Meant Fie user Community?

whileparticipation in CONSEFils initiallylimited to a sMati number
of research librariet" the data basetreated thereby's available to
a large number of library systerni si.sbiAh are tied Into agLc: The
Library of .Congress will, of course. distribute through MARC Se-
rials all the recordi' it has input (essentially what is now already
available through MARC S tapes),t records it has updated, a'utnen-,
ticated wid,or to which it haS attached its location or relocation
symbols. These are essentially, titles for whicn records have been
friput by any participant and which LC-has changed for which it has
verified anydataelernent orauthenticated the name fields, U.S. key
titles and 1SSN,.or to which it has:added NST location symbol(s) on
the basis of reports from libraries throughout. It is not clear '
whetper LC will be inputting;:after verification, all repOrted titleg
coming tato the existing New Serial Titles mechanism.,

. .

Thus, depending on the' commitment that it is able to dedicate to
this effort, the Library of Congress could provide those institutions
vsrhich are not OCLC or CONSER participants with-bibliographic
data in Machine-readable form, inscard form (if they arewanted), in
printed form (book catalogs) 6t,dernibrofor'm.

The faster LC moves in authenticating the essential data elements
within records that,it has not input, the faster the community as a
whole deft benefit lrom CONSER. The problem is that LC again,
expected to-r:Cear the brunt of the workload, granted, through a
refined mechanitm The Library of Congress has failed the Otirn--,
munity in the past beCause of a lack of commitment LC's participa-
tion in a national serials program has been lacking in enthusiasm.
LC s partitipation in a program which is not only sponsored by the
Council on Library Resources but enthusiastically initiated and
spurred on by the National Library of Canada and joined irf with

.

V

CONSER participanti are the Ltbrary of Congress, the National Library of
Canada. the National Library of Medicine, the National Agricultural Library,
the State Universify of New York (SUNY), New York State Library, University
of California., University of Minnesota, Yale University (a member of the
Research Library Grotip arid, NELINET), and Cornell University (also rep-
resentative of the Five Associated University Libraries system)..
t All serials cataloged at the WA-ivy of Congress are included, that is, all
languages and alphabets in a romanized form, as well as series which are

*processed as collected sets and whose parts are not analyzed for mono-
graphic cataloging

6.0
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great expectations by some of the most influential library systems
in the U.S will, perhaps, ultimately elicit the commitment needed
to succeed.

It is questionable whether the Library of Congress can acquire
adequate staffing to clean up the resulting file. The Library of
Congress has beendesignated as a Center of Responsibility for all
name fields, key titles and ISSN. Thus, it is planned that LC will have
a prime post-editing responsibility for providing headings accord-
ing to AACR which it has in ALA form The ALA form will also
remain in the CONSER record.

There still lies the problem of the principles of successive entry vs.
latest title. It is expected that participants will enter a record under
latest title and will not be breaking it up into successive entries. Will
the Library of Congress, in addition to its responsibility for de-
superimposition of the headings. undertake to split up latest title
records into successive entry records? This is the more com-
prehensive an undertAking and may be more difficult to resolve
once a word has be'in entered in the data base. In some in-
stances, LC may not be able to provide AACR forms of heading
unleth a latest title record is split The resolution and the speed
with which such records are made authoritative by LC remains to
be seen.

What Does OCLC Offer to CONSER and Vice-Versa?

The OCLC Serials Control system is operational, although the
program for the printing of catalog cards for serialelaot expected
to be available at OCLC until summer 1976. The system'not only
permits the searching for and input of bibliographic data on serials
but also provides the dheck-in capability. Thus, OCLC, which is
serving as the de facto national cataloging resource for mono-
graphs for an ever expanding number of user institutions (over
400), and which is now extending its coverage to serials, .s the only
existing on-line interactive system capable of handling the mag-
nitude of data and the variety of interests shared by CONSER
participants. Therefore, OCLC pcovides the mechanism which
would otherwise have had to be created. Also, the large number of
participants in the OCLC system expedite the process of creating a
large data base This, of course, has its own disadvantage, espe-
cially in dealing with bibliographic records on serials. How much
duplication will there be? How much confusion will this create?

It is true that many of the CONSER participants are also OCLC

61
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users. Those who are OCLC users will also have the check-in
capability. CONSER participants will not, unless they negotiate
-separately with OCLC. CONSER participants will input their
records into the OCLC system, then notify the Center of Responsi-
bility (LC or NLC) by submitting a surrogate (reproduction of title
page, cover, or mastheap) which will serve as the triggering
mechanism for authentitation and/or assignment of main entry,
key title and ISSN. The Library of Congress and the National
Library of Canada will also, of course, be inputting their own
records and thereby upgrading %cords watch may already exist in
the file.

Thus, OCLC participants will benefit-from the'input of some of the
nation s foremost bibliographic centers as well as from the au-
thoritative records provided by LC and NLC. They will also benefit
.from the input provided by the participating members of the Na-
tional Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services, who will be
inputting data through the National Serials Data Program (NSDP)
NSDP is also currently working on a spectaj project supported by
the National Science Foundation to produce an authoritative bib-
liographic data base of scientific and technical serials..

The basic-questions that remain unanswered are. Will the nation's
kbrary and information systems be satisfied, Alter many years of
waiting, to continue to wait until an authontUlive date base is
created' Will OCLC users be satisfied with locating a variety of
records for a serial title and selecting one of those records for use,
or will they wait until there is a record with the LC seal of approval?
We as OCLC participants, h)ve not answered these questiens in

trying to determine hoW to achievt maximum beniefit frbm the
OCLC Serials Control System. But we have to answer, we have to
find the way, because there ain't no other horse in sight, and we
gotta ride, we gotta move.

Notes 446

. .
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Lawrence G. Livingston

The following statements are keyed to the diagram In the chart.

1 The intenm responsibility for the management of the CONSER
project rests with the Council on Library Resources The Council
also provides partial funding for the project. During the project, a
more permanent arrangement will be made

2 There is two-way communication between the q0/%18ER Advisory
Group and the CONSER management staff at the Council on
Library Resources

3 It is the responsibility of the CONSER Advisory Group to inform the
U S. and dahadian library communities, the publishers, and the
abstracting and indexing communities in both countries. The Ad-
visory Group is also responsible for informing CONSER manage-

. ment of the reactions to CONSER from these communities.

4 Thethio CoPege Library Center s system ii the interim host site for
the CONSER data base. OCLC's staff and management work
closely with the CONSER management, Centers of Responsibility,
and the Advisory Group to implement the project.

5 The initial files are loaded from magnetic tape in a batch mode.
Shown ale the Minnesota Union List of Serials, the LC MARC
serials, and the Canadian MARC serials. There may be other Initial
files

fter the initi41 files are loaded from tape, the CONSER participants
shown in the left semicircle begin their input on-line.

7 Periodically, on prior arrangement with OCLC, each uspr institu-
tion may gdt tapes of its own records from OCLC These may differ
from other CONSER records in that they contain local data.

This material originally appeared in the LC Information Bulletin 34 (no 22,
May 30 1975) A87-89
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8 This shows' that Yale is also,a member of the Research Library
Group and N5LINET Cornell University is a CONSER representa-
tive of the Frye Associated University Libraries s Stem

9 Other OCLC Users who are not CONSER partielOants also input
serials records to the data base and have on-line access to these
records.

10 After the initial fi es are loaded, there is a constant interaction
between. on the o e hand. OCLC and, on the other. the Library of
Congress and the ational Library of Canada These two libraries
input their own seri Is records. they-receive separate tapes of their
MARC serials recor s for MARC distribution. They also act as
Centers of Responsi ility for certain bibliographic content of the
records

11 Periodically during the projet and at its end, the Library of Con-
gress and the Nationl ibrary of Canada will receive the CONSER
files and distribute the as they do their MARC serials.

12 The National Serials Dat
Congress, and the ISDS/
Canada. provide records fr
Data System (ISDS) Interna
two activities receive from
national centers and by the
come part of CONSER The
responsibility for providing t
records for serials published
ticating and locking these dat
provide to the CONSER record
by the Internationat system.

Program (NSDP) within the Library of
anada within the National Library of
m CONSER to the International Serials
ional Center in Paris. In addition, these
he ISDS records prepared by other
SDS Center itself These recordstoe-
SDP and the ISDS/Canada have the
e ISSN and Key Titles to CONSER

the two countries, and for aut hen-
elements These two centers also
additional data elements required

c.

13 The National Federation of Abst acting and Indexing Services
provides input to CONSER by wa of the National Serials Data Pro-
gram, and receives CONSER records In the national distribution
system

14 The Library of Congress and the N
ing and Indexing Services inform
CONSER and request their assistan
Standard Serial Number The Nation
game relationship with Canadian pu
Serials Data System in Pans and othe
this function for foreign publishers.

tional Federation of Abstract-
S. publishers concerning
e in using the International
I Library of Canada has the
lisherg. The International
National Centers perform
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15, The National Science Foundation provides some of the funds and
guidance for the National Serials Data Program so that it may
satisfy the requirements of the abstracting and indexing services
primarily and of the scientific and technical community generally.

16 The ISDS Center in Paris is responsible for communication with the
international library and abstracting and indexing communities. It
has other functionstnot related to CONSER.
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Serials: Costs and Budget ProjeCtions

F. F. Clasquin

4

Oneof tie basic functions of the librarian in the field of administra-
tion is that of preparing, defending and implementing the library
budget Serials and journals continue to grow in numbers and
prie and, depending upon the institution or clientele served,
might -require As much as 80 percent of the reading material
budget, Research, scientific and technical journals, plus the refer -
ence and research tools intended to make the use of these journals
less complex, have an average price far in excess of the similar
discipline in the book collection College and research libraries
formed within the past 10 years, particularly, must allocate a
greater portion of their funds for the maintenance of the periodical
collection rather than for monographs.

. ,

The general rule controlling the acquisitipn of booksthat every
book should have one through the appropriate decision-making
process as proof that it has a right to be in the libraryapplies to an °

even greater degree to serials since this decisiOn is an annual
affair Zero budgeting as a disciplinto an exciting experience
because of the reward of conviction that you have prepared a
budget which meets the current, needs and demands; But for li-
brary administrators preparing such a budget for serials, informa-
tion which will provide-both detailed analysis of the rate,,ot
inflation on serials and gistificatipn that the list of periodicals
desired serve the institution s information needs is difficult and
expensive to btain

Broad tndustry price indexes are not necessarily applicable to the
individual-institution because the rate of Elation is not at all
similar in each educational or scientific disc ine nenartmpntal
support at colleges and universities is often lac'l ing because the
various departments cannot be brought into the bOdget process
without an inordinate added amount of clerical time and expense
on the part of the interested department head. Public libraries, too,
servicing the broad needs of a town or a city; need the full support
of all sectors of the community to develop and maintain journal
collections in special fields of interest.
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"-The total resource,.sehal literature, current and past, varies
widely fronisUbjecWsubject Hence, the method of selection, or1

'collection development,,should reflect the departmental requests,
student populatiOn by subject fields, the academic standardsof the °

Mstitubbn in eacladisciplinc, and the final limiting factor of hinds'
la ppropnAted for each discipline or funded Unit Also,, the quality .

-. control of publications in each subject field vanes and must be
retognized as an important selectibn factor, as is the form and
maintenance,of back files , .
, ° , ''

.
. . .

,-
Thus, depeniental division and Cost:related iibrar); activitiwron a

c 4. .

list of serial's, such as binding and acquigition of mic-rofilrri, should
be gt.rutinized annually, title by title, by both the library staff and
iieplriment heads jwho have a vested interest in the quality and

' OuarititNy of serials and journals in their fields of interest) todeveloiS
' a supportable budget I . .

., .
0

However, restatement of the problerns faced in the control of
semi's and journals infhibudge115rodess serves no purpose un-
lessgreatelin-depth definition will direct the attack for a solutiop
The use of a retrospective price study employinig,modern forms
andlMethbds of,infbrmatKin storage and retrieval will providg.that
direction in the budget, process. The data presented here was
accumulated by F W Faxon Company An agency serving a.wide
variety of: library clientele has acctss fo unique sets of records
which, if properly structured, can .toe industry-wide standards as a
basis to prqdude very finely-tuned records jai speciftc institutions
For those libraries where ready-Made induCtry stantards now -
serve as a subject or departmentaijournarstructuring base, titles
can be easily.distributed into these., broad pubject or authority

An updated Phce-Study c I-4rt of such standard authOr-
-iti groups of titles for the years 1973,1974, and 1975, showing.
ccomparalive average prices for the purchase of one of each title in
the subject authority follows (Table 1)- Also, an averagefweighted ,..
price-per title shows that selectivityluse and need) of the publica-
trcin plays an important'part inIthe`development of an average .--"

,

--ii: ' ,

10., , . ,
,

.
-...

t`
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'Ave rage weightpd price is thenumber of copies of orders of all Journals in
each authority group multiplied bylbe one-year price The dollar total of all
orders is divided by the numberp copies to arrive at the hverage weighted
price I
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The 1 splay (Table 2) shows the prices of specific lists of titles -
for va ous classes of selected libraries either based upon the,.
authortiy groups in Table 1 or upon the institution's own selection
of titles in tile same discipline

Table 2 .
. ,

1) University of Houston 6) New Orleans Public Library
2) Univeirsity of Miami 7) Wilmington PubliC Library
3) University of Georgia . 8) HaverfprdSchool
4) Fiirtiald University 9) Richland Counti:Schools-

.
5). Memphis Public Library 10) University City Schools

Institution
(listed above)

Subject Number of 'Amami
Titles P,rIcePer TM*Category

. ! .,,,

-..
..,` 1973 1974 '1975 1973 1974. 1975

.. .

red Science , 70 66 67 25.47 29 sa 34 25
hnology

Applied Science 105 108 In .24 16 .24 10 25 54
& Technology

Applied Science A 105 106 106 17 2.41 18 11 20.80
,

& Technology

.3 Art Index . 36 35 35 '11 76'.15.86 21 08 ',
5 Art index 29 35 40 16 33 18 40 - 20-4-=,--,;

6 Art Index 77 78 72 °.44 54 15 98 18 41'
3 Business Periodicals"

.
92 fi9 87 19 36 21 40 72 8:5

. .Index . - -.
6 h. Business Periodic.als ...Z18 . 126 139. 1331 1,462 17 45

Index i.° ,
-r, 7 Business Periodicals 24 28 .31. 20 85 27 93 27 69

!Wei,-
.- -6. Readers Guide to , .- 454.. 47; 503' ,, 147 8 0.2 9 14

--Periodical Lit ' -,4,
* .

47 Readers Guidti,to '83 101 146 8 68 12 75 15,82
Periodical Lit ,

. .

8 Readers'"Guide,to ' '83 77 80 15 75 19 68 20,86
4' , . Periodical Lit - i ' .'

- . 9' Reapers' Guide to .808 803 764 - 769 *6 93 8 39'
Penodicatlit ':. i V 1

10 Readers' Guide 306 293 293 1799, 605 10 27
-periodical Lit

1 8142109-.Y. 296 311 J14 51.84 62,10 67.36

2 Biology.4"°' , 278, 292 331 48 03 60 11 71,19

3 Biology 406. 395 379 27 39 31 88 34 17
4 Biology '82 - 84 89 56 40 6518 58 40
1. Chemi\ sty

.

107 115 120 127,67156 31 163 07

--. ,".. 7 _ -----v
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Table 2 continued

SubJeCt
Category

Institution"
ated boys!)

2

3

4

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

1 Library Management

2 Library Management

Library Management

1 Physics

2 Physics

.4 Physics446

1 Psychology
O 2 Psychology

3 Psychology

4 Psychology

1 Sociology

2 Sociology

3 kciolo9y
4 Soc iology

... ,
Once a yearly average price has been determined for standard
authority grOups of tales, such as those in Table 1, these prices
have value as budgetcontrols to those institutions who build their
Journal collection around the title base of these authority groups '-.

If an institytioelects to structure 1s Journal bbllectioti around an...,,
academie discipline or departments of study; or adromistratioo -
funded units, then the annual average pricevill nbt Ve similaryi,
those in Table 1. as evidenbed in sTabk 2.but neither is there".44
control reletionOip to the Criteria for pr.ma-sndexas for library,
matgrials., :PrIce Index for-Periodleals '. ,,;',,i..

. . 4 ..:.?
, 5

`
% tt.,: . 4

Mote. the (ride ive,,cp4e pme differencestetween similar subject- .. ."
',.. disc iphifk:9 griOup ',In Tatt:re 2 - '' :: .,

p,...

. ., ..1. ', 44 t. '
a w

.4". 4 ;,' ', sl..-:.
.3. r ' .. ,

There appears to tie no siI5st

!
,

ute'lb,r at teet a minimum t ireeyear
prices y fik each titi0,purc,ised 11tilrbrarOiai4s."the retet- ,,
spectiye e comparison method Van be used as onesouize ot:, 7

e.velm4pg a buQget fcqp periodicat Colleoiibn Pride, intelli
.. .. ..r .^

trend ill devitiopliftmach aeiderNo.discipline iithelotarnumber
, of tit 5 in eactitgrqt1TAIS largo enciggh nOtto be distorted by.4 ..

7. :.. 4
A

abKare

trlit pliceinpreltes of a few-pfles .)n order O,'understind %IIi , Scepe of ttaiwide distrepappHep. bdt'weeh tlie average-price of, ' .-I.

Number of
Titles

1973 1974 1975

AVera
Price Per

11973 1974 1975

84 85 111 121 59 172 85 149 61

12 12 12 97 70 123 92 158 30

29 41 43 109 12 10t.22 154,04

63 6,5 67 .1376 1'33 48 07

*51 53 59 23 52 24 97 30 06

8 8 26 11 66 13.4Q 1 2 36

103 ' 106 * /113 91 61 120 32 126 95

116* 122 14S 93 61 1 26 16 1,5,7 44

21 22 _22 148,47 187 60 179 34

127 144 155 30 27 32 71 36 85

108 123 135 34 99 36 94 42 39

37 52 57 20 50 17 53 20 02

80 84 95 42 29 50 18 35 47

63 73 74 15 85 18 44 21 46

87 91 104 17 72 18 49 21.59

51 51 50 14 18 15 97 16 84

36 '40 41 16,66 19 02 19 37,

.

t .
similar gribps of tiffeS in Table 2,-Tqble 3 gp;es tttefina I average' '
. -

, ,., .4.

*:
4.-4 4. .

.
. 0../Ai , 4.

". ac, -y. a
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.price for all periodicals at these and other tnstitutiobs, tpe iotal
nt5mber of titles in-the price study, and the ordering' plan used.
Plan A is one-year, Plan 0,prices all titles fpr three years.

4

r

,----

.

,

Table.3
. t.

''Average Prue - Selected Institutions

t No..of
P1osn institullon Titles

' .
A UniCersity of Houston 4,270-.,
p University.of Miami 3.253

,.
0 Unyetsity'of Georgia-Athens 2,200

-'A Fairfield University '978
A Memphis Public Library 1,418

A New Orleans Public Library 1.661

0- Wilmington Public Library 560

0 H &,trford School 222,

A Richland City School System - 2,122
',D University City Scfiobl System 675

A U S Dept of Interior 1,454

'A Urtiv of Mass -Med School 1$74

O. 'MissGeneral Hospital 551

A Nat I institute of Health 2.398

-Hiram College . 434

D '1;fts University 1,548

A M 1,7 1.991
1-0 Urrar of Bridgeport 1.981. ,.

f

Averago Price
1973 1974 .1975

21.31 34 65 38 24
33 18c 40 77 47 62.

21.39 24 90 2637
30 01 33 56'32 02 s-

15 40 1650, 20 63
14 07 15 02 19 94

20 65 2484 , 2.4 40
18 79 '19 23 25 21

7 92 7 02, 836 ,
, I

17 60 82Z 12 04
52 05 53 75

50 41 58,46 66 20

51 88 62 44 ' 66 70

70 37' 70 19

22 01 23 44

45 37 ,5782

46 09 5240 55 25
' 37 48 41 56

740
,

Table 4.develbps iheaverage pnee, for the titles subscribed to in
each of the following classificatiorts of libraries for the period July
1974-Apri91975 e

labia 4 ,

Collages Jr.1119h Special Spacial
and i High PrImaty -PubJic, Libraries . Libraries

Universities Hospitals Schools Schools Libraries (Govt) (flUsInass)

S34 34 52.38 99 $14 00 $15 61 S19.49 557.71 $44 97

Table 5 shows the price categories whial will help to foc,us atten-
tion on thepnce fields whrch should command maximum scrutiny.
Note that' almost '40 percent of the funds in colleges and univer-
SitieS are needed to acquire 5 percent of the total periodical t ollec-
tion. (See the last three entries July 1 74-March 1975.)
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.
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.

.
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5 0
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,
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.,
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,
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.
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.
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.
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12 8

'
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1

8
2

' 6
6

4
11

9
5 2
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'

1.0
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..
.

75 00 to 99 99
3

4
'

T
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1
9

,.
2 4

5 6
.

6
3

1.4
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7
.

_
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.
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2 9
2 0

8
7
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.

,

150.00 to 199 99
I-

-
3' 1

323
1

0
1

5
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'
8_i

7
-

-.

200 00
.
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..

'
7.0

.
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1
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1
8

2'
4
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1For those sm Iler public libraries, primary and secondary schools,
Table 6 shows the value in buying the list of titles in Readers' Guide
20 Periodicals at the longest term rates offered by the publishers

Table 6

Readers' Guide to Periodicals
YEAR NO. OF PRICED TITLES AVERAGE WEIGHTED AVERAGE WEIGHTED

3 Yr. 2 Yr. 1 yr. PRICE PRICE
Rata Rat* Rata All at 1 Yr. Rata Long Term Rata. If avail.

1973 117 12 22 S 9 40 $21 10
1974 111 12 24 10 03 22 05
1975 106 14 ' 24 10 86 25 09

Notis .
1) Declining number of periodicals in Readers' Guide having 3 year rates ,

2) Average weighted price increase of 14% in 1975 over 1974 vs 0/2%, 1974 over 1973
using maximum number 013 year ate offers. indicates publishers concern over rate
of ftiture inflation
3) Average weighted price ngrease is 8% in 1975 over 1974 vs 6 7%. 1974 over 1973
and 3 47P. 1973 over 1972 using the one year rate only

The one year rate increase pattern does not need a hedge for future inflationary
expense

The retrospective price comparison method on a subject or de-
partmental basis is an aggressive budgeting tool as well as a
defensive mechanism for fairly distributing library irnancial re-
sources Several institutions using this method report reduction in
numbers of titles not deemed necessary by the user departments
and proof to their financial officers that all appropriate care had
been exercised to keep responsible control over serial mainte-
nance and purchases

Notes

1 See similar statements in J J Kohut. "Allocating the Book Budget A
Model, College & Research Libraries 35 (May 1974) 192-9, H. William
Axford, The Validity of Book Price Indexes for Budgetary Projections,"
Library Resources & Technical Services 19 (Winter 1975). 5-12. and F F
Clasquin. Periodical Prices A Three-year Comparative Study," Library
Journal 99 (October 1, 1974) 2447-9

--/-----2See-ANSI Z39 20-1974-5, 5 2 Method of Compilation (2)

75
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_ Education of SerPhIs Librarians: A Survey

Benita M. Weber

Background

The relative merits of educatioji vs. experience. this is and has
been a topic of CIFS'cUssion between practitioners and educators of
librarianship for quite some time. As recently as July 1975 at the
ALA Conference in San Francisco, asenes of meetings wasteld to
pursue this theme I, too, have often been caught up in this con-
troversy, as I am one who had several years of experience working
with serials before I obtained my formal library education and
degree. I was very fortunate, howefgr, to have a library director
who had once been head of a serials department in a large univer-
sity library Over the rears she served as my "mentor" in the area of
serials, offering me what amounted to a series of mini-courses
covering the various aspects of serials. Consequently, when I fi-
nally entered librazy soh-obi, t felt my professional education to be
at once supplementary and complementary to My previously ac-
quired on-the-job experience.

_

The precipitating factor that caused me to conduct the survey With
which this article deals was a course in serials offered at Drexel
University s Graduate School of Library Science in summer 1973.
This course, taught by Stella Keenan (then Executive Director of
the National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services), was
one of the first of the few existing serials courses to be offered by
an accredited library school. While certainly most, if not all, other
courses mentioned the special problems involved with serials, no
course went further than that. Class, lectures on selection, acquisi-
tions, bibliography/resources, reference, automation, cataloging
and copyright all included a parenthetical sentence, something
along the lines of, But in serials the problems and procedures are
quite unique, unfortunately we do not have sufficient time to delve
into these And th.is is true, serials and monograpj,s represept two
different worlds of reality in the library, both of which cannot be
covered adequately in a single course.

How gratified I was, then, to take a course dealing specifically with
serials which covered their physical and bibliographic mar'iage-

o /



. Education of Serials Lib;rarians

ment, their use in bibliometrics, national and international stan-
dards related to senals, copyright problems here and abroad, etc.
Out of this course came solutions to problems I had encountered in
my work, as well as brand new dilemmas which forced me to
re-think sortie of my previously developed notions about serials.
This seemed to be ideal preparation for a serials librarian: hard -
core on-the-job, experience enhanced by a course covering both
the practical and theoretical designs in serials.

A Survey of Serials librarians

Having derived great benefits from the Drexel serials course, it
occurred to me that there could not be very many working serials
librarians who ha had such a course, as the few serials courses in
existence had onl tly been offered. At about the same time, I
began to wonder what specific courses had prepared serials libralr-
lens for their jobs. what kind of serials orientation was availableto.
them before they assumed there positions, in what areas they felt
the need for more education, and other questions of this sortJn my
final academic quarter before graduation from Drexel (sprina
1974), I had an opportunity to determine the answers to these
questions I conducted a national survey of serials librarians as an
independent study project under the gAidance of Stella Keenan
The purpose of the project was two-fold. to determine the state of,
the art in training for serials librarians, and to evaluate the serials
course then offered at Drexel against the actual needs of serials
librarians. It was hoped that the results of this survey would identify.
the areas in which library schools are meeting (or not nieeting}the
special needs of serials librarians.

Methddology

Using the 1972173 American Library Directory to identify potential
recipients of the questionnaire, I selected 1538 libraries which met
specific criteria for number of volumes in the library and budgeted
amount for periodicals. With the idea that the needs of serial
librarians in college and special (including rilredical)librariesmight
be different, separate statistics were kept for the two groups. In
most cases statistics for t tie two groups correlated closely (Public
libraries were not included, in the survey.) A 411 percent sample was
selected by means of a random number table, keeping the percent-
sagy of college and special libraries the same as in the original
population 69 percent college libraries, 416, 31 percent special
libraries, 189; for a total of 605 libraries.

77"
a
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7.4

Education of Serials Librarians

A questionnaire was developed that was intended to be short and
yet allow for as much individual response as possible (see Appen-
dix) Atoyering letter wasihcluded to explainthebackgrobnd and
purpose of the survey"Wherever it was posSible to ascertaU1'the
name of t he serials librarian from the American Library Directory,.
the questionnaire wasaddressed tdthat individual. Where a serials
or periodicals librarian was not listed, the letter was simply ad-
dressgd, ATTN Serials Librariwn . _

Results

_The response to the survey was most rewaFding,-to say the least,
Three hundred and sixty-one responses were received, amounting
to a 60 percent return. no follow-up requests were sent.

In response to the first question,every cdnceiCable- job title was
listed ranging from-serials librarian, periodicals librafian, refer-
ence librarian, acquisitions libranan, head of technical services,
public services librarian, library clerk to head librarian, Responses
from all returhs were totaled, although in retrospect, a truer picture
might have been gleaned by Just counting those who were titled.

serials or- periodicaltlibranan

'Question two .ntended to identify the area or areas in which most 4
serials librarians are involved (see Table 1) By far, acquisitions,
binding and selection were the areas most frequently checked, and
reference was a close fourth choice

Tible t

Areas in Which Serials Librarians Are Involved

Areas College Libraries Group (265)

I-

(Special Libraries Group (96)
Selection

1
64% 67%

Acquisitions 74% 71% I,

Cataloging 31% 37%

ineexingAbstracting 8% 14%

Reference 60%
7.

59%

---;* a Automation 30% 31%

4
Binding 73% 64%

Other 21%. 19%

I asked the third question because at the time the survey was done I
was acutely aware,pf my classmates efforts to seelOemployment in
a field of their choice after graduation It Seemed that most were

_ 8
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looking for positions as reference librarians. cataloge s, au-
diovisual librarians or children's librarians. I do not re all one
person saying that he or she wanted a position in seri Is. The
response to my question seems to bear this out only 20 rcent of
the college group and 10 percent of the special librari group
actively sought a position in serials work It seems ratbe obvious
that one woult1 tend to seek a position for which one is a quately
prepared throtigh education, background and experienc , When
such a small percentage of the sample admitted to seeking serials
position, it can be inferred that few people feel prepared to assume
the demands of serials wor compared to other fields of Ii ranan-

,ship

Since a great number of library employment ad ertiseme is
specify another subject specialty in.additi5a ta library d ree, I
wanted,to find out how many pe6ple working serials w re re-
quired to have a second subject specialty when hired. Six p: rcent
of the coUege group and 27 percent of the special libraries roup
responded affirmatively The majority of the subjects listed w re in
the sciences or eng,neering. Apparently, at least in colleg- li-
braries. a second subject specialization requirement has not yet
become a trend irt employment practices

Seventy-n e percent of the respondents in the college grou had
earned a aster's deg see in library science, as had 74 perce t of
the spe ial libraries group. In all, 50 different library schools ere
listed, 44 of which were accredited. More than one third (34 er-
cent) of the total respondents had earned their degree since 1 70,

24 percent during 1966-1669, 23 percent during 1960-1965, 5
percent in the 1950s, four percent in the 1940s, and one in t e
1930s Of the remaining percentage of rwpondents who said t ey
did not have a master's degree in library science, many were till
titled serials or periodicals librarian

Questions six and seven Were intended to determine the extent of
further education and.professional development that se rials Iibr: r-
ians have attained Twenty percent of the college group and 6
percent of the special libraries group indicated they heldoth
graduate degrees, most were masters degrees in-various subj ct
areas, and a few mentioned PhD's. In response to the questio
about attendance at post-graduate courses, seminars, workshops
or other continuing education courses related to.serials, 31 pe
cent of the college group and 28 perloent of the special librar
group cited various courses they had attended. Several reference
were made to the LARC seminar as well as the Allerton Park wor
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shop, in addition, courses or,seminars in government documents,
computer programming,meclical librarianship and unspecified se-
rials workshops were fiequently cited. A significant number of
respondents indicated that they would be-very i erestW in attend-
ing such courses, but no opportunity ha. .e: made available to
them in their area or state.

yr

__Question eight was an attempt t determine the extent to which
library administrations feel a re ponsibility to help a newly hired
serials librarian assume her/his osition. Obviously, not all newly
hired persons are novices, som having held similar positions

previously The results of the sur y showed that 24 percent of the
college group and 21 percent of t special libraries group re-
ceived some specialized on-ate-job tr ing directly related to con-
trol and handling of serials-. The scope - depth of this training
could not be quantified, in this type of sury

The results of the surveishowed that there is a core of courses that
helped prepare the respondents for their work in serials The fol-
lowing courses were listed in'question nine by nearly the same
percentage of respondents bibliography/resources in science,
humanities and social sciences, cataloging and classification, ref-
erence, government documents, technical services; librai-y ad-
ministration, automation, computer programming or data proc-
essing Only 10 respondents listed a serials course as being speci-
fically helpful to their needs.

able 2

Areas Not.Adequately Covered by Library School Courses

Areas College Libraries Group (265)

Selection 29%

Acquisitions 34%

Serials Cataloging 31%

Serials deference 21%

Manual handling 42%

-Automation 39%

Indexing/ abstracting 29%

Bibiiometncs 6%

Copyright . 24%

Other 7%
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26%

28%

18%

33%

23%

19%

19%
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Question 10 was included in an attempt to isolate those specific
areas of serials work which library schools have not adequately
covered for the needs of serials librarians (see Table 2). The most
surprising result here is that, even in today's increasingly auto-
mated library world, 40 percent of the respondents checked man-
ual handling of serials files. I hope that as a result of this particular
statistic, serials librarians will feel in good company on a day when
they are especiallyoverwhelmed by bulging kardexes and bindery

shies Manual handling of serials files isan area that has been taken
for granted and overlooked, much to the detriment of a large
percentage of serials librarians.

Table .3

Areas in Which Continuing Education is Desired

Areas

Catalpgmg

4:, Acquisitions

Etiblie 'Cs

(Manual),eri ecord

Circulation
truiexinglAbstracting

ending

Microfotms

Budgeting

Publishing/Editorial
Practices

Ref arena
Copyright
Gov t Documents
Foreign Languages:
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College Libraries Group (265) Special Libraries Group (96L

11% 10%

14% 6%

5/. 4%

12% 7%

15% 5%

4% 3/.
16% 7%

38% 34%

3% .2%

4% 2%

9% 4%

2% 2%

8% 7%

3% 3%

3% 2%
5 %.

The results of question 11 (see Table 3) could be used in two ways.
(The percentages for each line are smaller due to the fact that this
was an open-ended question ) First, each of the topiti listed co uld
be used as the theme of a continuing equcationwo rkshop, seminar,
or course. Many such courses have been and continue to be of-
fered by library schools and other professional organization's.
Second, the areas listed by the respondents in question 11 repre-
sent a very accurate picture of the world ofserialS; should future
serials librarians be denied the'opportunity to learn in Mbrary

.
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school courses as much as possible about the oblems before
being expected to tackle them in a real seri s pogition/

The results for question 12 confirm lye ever-growing trend in
automation of serials 'files. In the college group, 32 percPpt re-
ported that their librarieS have some type of automated serials file,
36 5 percent of the special libraries group also answered this ques-
tion affirmatively These percentages have probably increased by
now, however, as 26 percent of the college group pnd 24 percent of
the special libraries group indicated future plan for automated
serrals files

-",

In queStion 13 I wanted to determinelhe extent of the respondents'
serials experience Twenty-seven percent of the total had on, tby

two years experience, 25 percbnt had three to five years, 17 per-
cent had five to ten years, and 20 percent had over ten years
experience. The sample prOved to be a good cross section of
experienced and less experienced serials librarians

Additional Comments by Respondents

When I asked for additional comments concerning the theme of
this survey, I tfuly did not expect much response from busy, over-
worked serials librarians It quickly became apparent, however,
that thisis'a subject that generates/ext4mely varied and thought-
provoking Ideas in sepals librarians Approximately 50 percent of
the respondents took the'time to give me additional information,
ranging frbm few terse clarifying statements to beautif ul ly articu-
lated philoso les of serials librarians and serials ih general. Sev-
eral people use the pppoitunity to complain about many of the
problems now treated in publications such as Title Vanes.,Ot hers,
anticipating my recommendations, gave detailed syllabi for a
hypothetical serials course One remarkable serials librarian sent
an 1)-page typed response that is worthy of publishing in itself

By and large a few recurring ideas were expressed in the additional
comments Business management courses were seen as manda-_
tory for serials librarians by marty respondents. "Library science
students should be made aware of the fact that library_ manage-
ment is Big Business," said onp librarian, and [they] should ,be
told that [they[ may well become responsible for hundreds of .

thousands of dollars and hundreds of staff members --Another
person lamented, "Serials now represent 73 percent of my library' s:*
materials budget, and I had no formal trainingoin regard to them.
Something s wrong. ..- Still another librarian stated that he owed
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his svccess.in swats administration to 20 years of prior experience
in the business community

Another loportant idea brought out by many people was the
'necessity for'. more effective communiSations,- both, inter-
.institutionally between serials librarians and inter-tlepartmentallY
within the institution

Finally, there were many comments cortcecning Who should teach
a serials course and heow it should be conducted-Many felt that the
course should be the resportsibilay of an experienced serials de-
.

partment administrator, as only this type of person could be
tar with both the theory and practices involved irisenalsviock-Also,
it-it was generally expressed that any senals course should include
slime type .of hands-on expenence in a library or a lab section
where Problems can be explored to depth:

.
Although many other valuable- th oughts and suggestions were
included in the written commersig, space limitations prevent the

retention of all orttiem My hearty thanks go to all who took thehme .
a,nCttrouble to express their ibeas,

n

Cohclusins find Recommendations

inile the results of this urvey can by no means be called contlu-
- sIkre. is my belief that ey, do point out the defici,eficies in the

formal edtication "received by many wcIrking ienals librarians._To
expect a person to cope with the convoluted reality the serials
world- without ever having even heard the wOrii "serials" men-

... tioneci'm library school courises is cruel, unprafessianal,-wasteful
,andtoolish Is there any other field of librarianship that presumes
so much? .11 is true that,most librarians wskexperience-pangs of
anxietyind uncertainty When faced with a new Job, but at least they
can fall back on some basic theories, imcl bibliographic tools

Iearned in courses related to their specialties As serials take over'
the malor pQrtion of many libraries materials budgets, and as .
OCI!C CONSEFI, ISSN. NSDP. ISBD(S) become part of serials
Irbren_ans everyday vocabulary, can professional library eduotors
continue to neglect thi.s.vist area of librarianship?'

ln 4 separate surve"7 of all the ALA accredited library schools con-
ducred i6sfrring-194 'Stella Keenan and I leaned that Onlvibiqht
graduate libray schools offer a course on Scflais (There are,now:

-* ., 62;acc_redited library schools.) Of these eight course; for which we
receivectthe syllabl, only three included serialkas a part of a larger
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course on'technical services or organization of special materials

In sunrary, .1 would like to make three.recommendations
.11, ,

1 The ALA Serial's Section Pdlicy and Research Committee, which
has.had this topic o,n its agenda at the 1974 and 1975 annual
conferenceS. should take steps to issue a position statement ex-*
pressing its concern about this matter to the curriculum commit-
tees of allraccredited library schools that do not offer a serials
course If the committee should find it within its aegis to do so, a-
proposed suggested syllabUs could also be prepared.

2 Library school admrnistrators should examine their course offer-
ings to determine hbolthegrOwing area of serials librarianship can
be effectiven, integrated into pie curriculum.

..
3 To ensure continuing coQlmunication among servals librarians and

to promote professional development, workshops, such as thOse
held by LARC d the Library of Cohgress, should continue to
flourish Thes s uld be made available at as low a cost as possi-
ble, and Vary] g geepgraphical areas should he Selected as sites
Professio-h-a ibrary organizations should make every effort to
cater to the needs of serials librarians as they have done for other
special interest groups irilhe past

tit
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\
SERIALS

tithe of Your posttfoc

'_' Please check the areas with whi h,you are involved t servals
Set ' ctloe , '- Indegt /abstrau:ting ..- .

Binding

Acquisitions . Refer
,...

. Others (Please specify' - 1.4

Catatoging Automat
---, . .

. Did you actively
.
seek a position in serials work? Yes No

.
,.. .

. When you were hired. did sour job req ire,i st.bject specialty other then a library. setence
,

.
_qualification'

S9 Y., 4-4-Yes .WlitcB subject's

. DO you. have a Masters degree in Library Sctencef No - Yes
If vegar answer is Yes, please'spectfy n k of 'school and year received: c

School Year .

-
Do you have other graduate degrees? kb \ , .44:If

OK
Yes

if your answer 14 Yes> pidose specify other ;degrees held:
_ ft

Hive you attended. any post-graduate courses,' seminars, workshops. Orother continuing
educutton courses ulikted to serials? No Yes

elf 4isr answer is Yes. ,please speafy;
Title of course 'exact title not necessary'
Where was course given'
.4to taught the course'

.n add:clone.? the usual tra4ing received by newly hired employees to uaint then
with local procedures And pqlletes. did vou receive any spesialtzed the-job

_training directly related ro control and handling of serials?" Ye 'No

.. What other graduate courses do you feel specifically helped' train you for wotk in
serials' Please list in order of most important first. ct titles not necessary)

4
A.

1 Which. areas do feet your
ou with your current job in

Selection
Acquisitions
.ertals catal7fiWg

rtals referents

it In Zh.ch

Na Ling

, .

library school rses did not adequately cover. in aiding

Manual dling of t BiblionetriLs e-

handling of s ials? .

ser Is files - Copyright
-.......-

Aut ation . ' 'Others 'Please specify)
In exing/abstraccing - c.0

Fees would you like o receive W1711-11nL eduolt:op to assist you in
!leis better'

I -.
,

I

1Z s You Jib ry have any type f automated serials file? Yes 'No

I Ark there plans for inplekentitlon of an automated seriils file' Yes No

4
1' How long have ou orked in serials? include pgesent'vsition and.ell_previous

positions held rials' . ":'

1±.' yrs , s ' ' ''.-I yrs over In yrs.,--,-.
.

.

1 Your Additional comme. ts concerning training for serials librarians will be welcomed
and ; IYIly cons(dere !lease use the other side of this sheet if necessary-

,IWISt /JH). \
'

!HANK YOU
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Toni Garbo Bearman rs Executive Directof the National Federation o
Abstracting and Inclexin6 SerViGes She has also worked at the Brown
University Physical Sciences Library and Biological Sciences Library, at the
Uninrsity oi.Washington (Seattle) Engineering Library, as asubject
specialist in the technical report literature and fcit Mathematical Reviews
She served as project coordinator for an NSF funded project in coopera-

. tion witll the Antwerp (Belgium) Library School to identify and evaluate"
ttechnically-oriented serials published by private industry Mrs ,Bearman
has bee active in the American Society for Information Science and the
Special Libraries Association She has a BA degree in literature from
Brovin an MS from Drext University and has done advanced studies both

1:at Drexel and tat the niversity of Pennsylvania s Wharton School of
Business.0

Ls_

Frank F. josquin is Necutive Vice-President of the F W Faxon Company
and G= erai Manag r since 1961 He graduated from Washington Uneer-
sit t Louis, in 193 and spent"23 yearp in the Obmical industry Direction

d design of autornatediervices at Faxon through four generations of
computers has been his prinbipal concern in applying business methods
and practices to serials records and ontrot in libraries

Joseph H. Howaki is Assistant Director, (Cataloging) in the Processing
Department of the L fary of Congress He has also served as Chief of the
Serial Record Divisio and Chief and Assistant' Chiel,of the gescriptive
Cataloging Division P or to jOining the LC staff, he served as Had of the

. Catatog Department, W hiligton University, St Louis, in the Peace Corps,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya a at the University of Colorado

Lawrence G. Livingston is ogram Officer at the Council on Library
Resources, Inc for Automation\Networks,44 National Litjary Services
He is active in anumber of nationatand international programs having to do
with standardization to enhante bibliographic Ivtilange The Council is a ,

i not-for-profit bpdrating foundation chartered in the District of Columbia
1,

,
. . ,/

c Joseph.Atrce Is, currently Chief of the Serial Record Division at the, 1 '/.
Library of Congress--MrRuce joined the Library in 1972 as Senior'Systems

-Analyst for the National Serials Data"14ogram (n 1974 he was amed,
graduate
d hotdsa
ustin He
in,public
,Wash-
orce

Assistant Director and then Acting,Director
art music fron't Sam Houstontate Universe
master of library science degree from the 1Jniversity of Texas at
has also done work in computer science St Boston tin iye'rsIty an
administration and information science at American Universit
kngton, D C Mr Price came to the librafy from the U., S Air
sS1'.t.re he was in chargeof library automation deveXpment st th
Cambrid esearch Laboratories in Bedford, Mass kle has al- ,

NCO 4S an honor
Huntsville, Texas,'a

Alt Force,
rued as
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a systems analyst with Sacramento State liniv rsity and with Rice Univer-
sity whent that inititution was one of the pilot pa cipants in the.Machine-
Readable Cataloging (MARCI Pilot Project

. Mary E. Sauer held variouusositiOns in the Libfrary of C gresS from 1965
to 3969 and has been with the National Serials' Data Pro m since its,

, inception ro 1972 As of Jantiary1975 she is Head of the NC Section in
riLC s Seal Record Division From 1970 to 1972 she served as istant

Director for Serials at the St Lours University Library in St Louis. Mis
Ms Sauer is a member of the ANSI zqs Subcommittee on Serials Holdin
Statements and serves on several committees of the Amencart Library
Assopiation, 'deluding the RTSD Catalod, Code IR evi4i1V Committee

C. umner Spalding was Assistant Director Itetalogingl of the Processing
Department of the Library ofMgress from 1968 LitiiiLhis retirement this
fear He represented LC atthe 1961 International-Conference on Catalogb-
ing Principles in Parts and was geneial editor of theAn-Op-American
Cataloglufitiles based on the Paris principles. In 1969 IN-epresented LC.
at the inteMational Meeting of Cataloguing Experts in Copenhagen from
which the International Standard Bibliographicpegeriptions evolved.,

Davld.C. Tay:or islinderg aduate Librarian at the Universi of Nqrth
Cqrolina in Chapel Hill: and t itor, since 19V, of Title Varies .rom 1970
to August 3975 he was Serials Lib rian and Head of thefieceiving
it Michigan St to University At theA rican Libra°, Association's

-coon

Conference of 14k1 he announced the t Librarians United To Fig
Costhy, Silly Unnecetsa Serial Title Chang LUTFCSUSTC) Worst Se
real Title Change of the a(AWard, an award t has since becomd,an

ual tradition

Pa Vassallo has been Dean of Library Servicescat the Univers' New
Mexi sinANoyember...1974 Prich to thaehe was Director of the Natio
Seria,ls at'alProgram tbr over tyvo years, Chief of the Congressional R
ence Div' ion for fbbr years, lie has.hetd several other positions in-gdminis-
tration, ref- ence, and technical so:fp/ices et the Library of Congress since
gong there a Special Recruit-1'n 1962, after graduating fromthe Univer- 0
sity of Michiga School of Library Science He holds a BA and has done
graduate work I °Mica' science at Wayne State University

,

,

Bangs M. Weber gr duated from Drexel University s Graduate School Of
Library Science in 19 She began working with senalsatthe Montgomery
County Community Co ege Library in December 196$ and is currently .

Ser alsand Binding Libm an On various occasionsshe.has.guest-leclured
,ab it serials at Drexe1.4m ber of Beta Phpkitu and theAmerican Libra)), "
Association, she was recent) nominated for Secretary of the Serials Sec-
tion of RTS0
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